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1 	 	proposed	changes

The following proposal requests 186 changes to the representative glyphs 
in the official code charts of the Unified Canadian Aboriginal Syllabics main 
and extended blocks. The proposed representative glyph changes have been 
provided in the following section with associated code points and corre-
sponding character names with annotations, following the current code 
chart names list. In order to organize multiple issue categories pertaining 
to the proposed representative glyph changes, a colour coding system has 
been applied to each code chart showing in this document to identify and 
group such issues for clarity during the review process. A legend has been 
provided at the foot of each code chart page for easy reference to the colour 
coding system used.

This proposal requests the disunified Carrier and Sayisi charac-
ters be denoted with specific subheadings in the code chart names list, 
as suggested in the names list provided in the following section. The 
descriptor “Dene” has been applied to certain subheadings in cases where 
the disunified Carrier and Sayisi characters are shared with other Dene 
Syllabics orthographies in the names list in this section.

In addition to the proposed representative glyph changes, this docu-
ment suggests that the vertical positioning of the Carrier finals characters 
should be noted in the Core Spec. An example of the correct vertical posi-
tioning of Carrier finals glyphs has been provided in the following section.

The author has prepared a style-matched font for the purpose of imple-
menting into the code charts.
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1  proposed changes

1400 Unified Canadian Aboriginal Syllabics 14DF

ᑋ

ᓑ

legend

■ Vertical position change (finals)
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1  proposed changes

14E0 Unified Canadian Aboriginal Syllabics 15AF

ᔆ

legend

■ Vertical position change (finals)
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1  proposed changes

15B0 Unified Canadian Aboriginal Syllabics 167F

ᗀ

ᗁ

ᗂ

ᗃ

ᗤᗔᗄ

ᗱᗡᗑ

ᗲᗢᗒ

ᗳᗣᗓ

ᗴ

ᗷ

ᗸᗨᗘᗈ ᘈ

ᗹᗩᗙᗉ ᘉ

ᗺ

ᗽ

ᗾ

ᗿᗯᗟᗏ

ᘁ

ᗥᗕᗅ ᗵ

ᗦᗖᗆ ᗶ

ᗧᗗᗇ

ᗪᗚᗊ

ᗫᗛᗋ ᗻ

ᗬᗜᗌ ᗼ

ᗭᗝᗍ

ᗮᗞᗎ

ᘀᗰᗠᗐ

ᘄ

ᘅ

ᘆ

ᘇ

ᘊ

ᘋ

ᘌ

ᘍ

ᘎ

ᘏ

ᘃ

ᘂ

ᘐ

ᘑ

ᘒ

ᘓ

ᘔ

ᘕ

ᘖ

ᘗ

ᘘ

ᘙ

ᘚ

ᘛ

ᘜ

ᘝ

ᘞ

ᘟ

ᘠ

ᘡ

ᘢ

ᘣ

ᘤ

ᘥ

ᘦ

ᘧ

ᘨ

ᘩ

ᘪ

ᘫ

ᘬ

ᘭ

ᘮ

ᘯ

ᘰ ᙀ

ᘱ ᙁ

ᘲ ᙂ

ᘳ ᙃ

ᘴ

ᘵ ᙅ

ᙄ

ᙕ

ᙔ

ᘶ ᙆ

ᙇᘷ

ᘸ ᙈ

ᘹ ᙉ

ᘺ ᙊ

ᘻ ᙋ

ᘼ ᙌ

ᘽ ᙍ

ᘾ ᙎ

ᘿ ᙏ

ᙐ ᙠ

ᙑ ᙎ

ᙒ ᙏ

ᙓ ᙣ

ᙤ

ᙥ

ᙦ

ᙩ

ᙪ

ᙫᙛ

ᙬᙜ

ᙖ

ᙗ ᙧ

ᙘ ᙨ

ᙙ

ᙚ

ᙝ

ᙞ

ᙟ

legend

■ Glyph shape / proportion change ■ Vertical position change (finals)

■ Character orientation revision
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1  proposed changes

18B0 Unified Canadian Aboriginal Syllabics Extended 18FF

ᣱ

ᣰ

ᣲ

ᣵ

ᣛ

ᣜ

ᣝ

ᣬ

ᣭ

ᣮ

ᣯ

legend

■ Glyph shape / proportion change ■ Vertical position change (finals)

■ Character orientation revision 
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1  proposed changes

Final for Dene and Carrier 
…

144B ᑋ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier H
  • vertically centered at midline 
…
Final for Carrier 
…

14D1 ᓑ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier NG  
  • vertically centered at midline
…
Final for Dene and Carrier 
…

1506 ᔆ CANADIAN SYLLABICS athapascan s
  • vertically centered at midline
…
Syllables for Dene and Sayisi 
…

15C0 ᗀ CANADIAN SYLLABICS Sayisi he
15C1 ᗁ CANADIAN SYLLABICS Sayisi hi
15C2 ᗂ CANADIAN SYLLABICS Sayisi ho
  • Sayisi (Hu)
15C3 ᗃ CANADIAN SYLLABICS Sayisi hA
Syllables for Carrier 
15C4 ᗄ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier ghu
15C5 ᗅ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier gho
15C6 ᗆ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier Ghe
15C7 ᗇ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier ghee
15C8 ᗈ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier ghi
15C9 ᗉ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier gha
15CA ᗊ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier ru
15CB ᗋ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier ro
15CC ᗌ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier re
15CD ᗍ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier ree
15CE ᗎ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier ri
15CF ᗏ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier rA
15D0 ᗐ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier Wu
15D1 ᗑ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier Wo
15D2 ᗒ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier We
15D3 ᗓ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier Wee
15D4 ᗔ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier Wi
15D5 ᗕ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier WA
15D6 ᗖ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier HWu
15D7 ᗗ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier HWo
15D8 ᗘ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier HWe
15D9 ᗙ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier HWee
15DA ᗚ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier HWi
15DB ᗛ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier HWA
15DC ᗜ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier Thu
15DD ᗝ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier Tho
15DE ᗞ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier The
15DF ᗟ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier ThEE
15E0 ᗠ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier ThI
15E1 ᗡ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier Tha

15E2 ᗢ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier ttu
15E3 ᗣ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier tto
15E4 ᗤ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier tte
15E5 ᗥ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier ttee
15E6 ᗦ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier tti
15E7 ᗧ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier tta
15E8 ᗨ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier pu
15E9 ᗩ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier po
15EA ᗪ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier pe
15EB ᗫ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier pee
15Ec ᗬ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier pi
15ED ᗭ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier pa
15ee ᗮ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier p
  • vertically centered at midline
15EF ᗯ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier gu
15F0 ᗰ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier go
15F1 ᗱ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier Ge
15F2 ᗲ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier GeE
15F3 ᗳ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier Gi
15F4 ᗴ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier Ga
15F5 ᗵ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier khu
15F6 ᗶ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier kho
15F7 ᗷ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier khe
15F8 ᗸ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier khee
15F9 ᗹ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier khi
15FA ᗺ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier khA
15FB ᗻ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier kku
15FC ᗼ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier kko
15FD ᗽ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier kke
15Fe ᗾ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier kkee
15Ff ᗿ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier kki
1600 ᘀ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier kka
1601 ᘁ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier kk
  • vertically centered at midline
1602 ᘂ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier nu
1603 ᘃ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier no
1604 ᘄ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier ne
1605 ᘅ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier nee
1606 ᘆ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier ni
1607 ᘇ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier na
1608 ᘈ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier mu
1609 ᘉ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier mo
160A ᘊ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier me
160B ᘋ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier mee
160C ᘌ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier mi
160D ᘍ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier ma
160E ᘎ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier yu
160F ᘏ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier yO
1610 ᘐ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier yE
1611 ᘑ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier yEE
1612 ᘒ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier yi
1613 ᘓ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier yA
1614 ᘔ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier ju
  •  Athapascan (Za), Sayisi (TZo), 
 South Slavey (DHa)

1400 Unified Canadian Aboriginal Syllabics 160E

■ Addition
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Syllables for Dene and Sayisi 
1615 ᘕ CANADIAN SYLLABICS Sayisi ju
  •  Athapascan (ZO), Sayisi (TZU), 
 South Slavey (DHO)
Syllables for Carrier 
1616 ᘖ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier jo
1617 ᘗ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier je
1618 ᘘ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier jee
1619 ᘙ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier ji
Syllables for Dene and Sayisi
161A ᘚ CANADIAN SYLLABICS Sayisi ji
  •  Athapascan (Ze), Sayisi (TZe), 
 South Slavey (DHe)
Syllables for Carrier 
161B ᘛ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier ja
  •  Athapascan (Zi), Sayisi (TZi), 
 South Slavey (DHi)
161C ᘜ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier jju
161D ᘝ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier jjo
161E ᘞ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier jje
161F ᘟ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier jjee
1620 ᘠ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier jji
1621 ᘡ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier jja
1622 ᘢ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier lu
1623 ᘣ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier lo
1624 ᘤ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier le
1625 ᘥ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier lee
1626 ᘦ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier li
1627 ᘧ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier la
1628 ᘨ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier dlu
1629 ᘩ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier dlo
162A ᘪ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier dle
162B ᘫ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier dlee
162C ᘬ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier dli
162D ᘭ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier dla
162E ᘮ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier lhu
162F ᘯ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier lho
1630 ᘰ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier lhe
1631 ᘱ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier lhee
1632 ᘲ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier lhi
1633 ᘳ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier lha
1634 ᘴ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier tlhu
1635 ᘵ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier tlho
1636 ᘶ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier tlhe
1637 ᘷ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier tlhee
1638 ᘸ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier thli
1639 ᘹ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier thla
163A ᘺ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier tlu
163B ᘻ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier tlo
163C ᘼ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier tle
163D ᘽ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier tlee
163e ᘾ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier tli
163F ᘿ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier tla
1640 ᙀ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier zu
1641 ᙁ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier zo

1642 ᙂ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier ze
1643 ᙃ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier zee
1644 ᙄ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier zi
1645 ᙅ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier Za
1646 ᙆ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier z
  • vertically centered at midline
1647 ᙇ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier initial z
  • vertically centered at midline
1648 ᙈ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier dzu
1649 ᙉ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier dzo
164A ᙊ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier dzE
164B ᙋ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier dzEE
164C ᙌ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier dzi
164D ᙍ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier dzA
164E ᙎ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier su
164F ᙏ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier so
1650 ᙐ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier se
1651 ᙑ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier see
1652 ᙒ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier si
1653 ᙓ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier sa
1654 ᙔ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier shu
1655 ᙕ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier sho
1656 ᙖ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier she
1657 ᙗ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier shee
1658 ᙘ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier shi
1659 ᙙ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier sha
165A ᙚ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier sh
  • vertically centered at midline
165B ᙛ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier tsU
165C ᙜ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier tso
165D ᙝ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier tse
165E ᙞ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier tsee
165F ᙟ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier tsi
1660 ᙠ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier tsa
1661 ᙡ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier CHu
1662 ᙢ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier CHo
1663 ᙣ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier che
1664 ᙤ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier chee
1665 ᙥ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier chi
1666 ᙦ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier cha
1667 ᙧ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier TTSU
1668 ᙨ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier TTSO
1669 ᙩ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier ttse
166A ᙪ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier ttsee
166B ᙫ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier ttsi
166C ᙬ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier ttsa
…

160F Unified Canadian Aboriginal Syllabics 166C

■ Addition
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Syllables for Cree and Ojibway
…

18DB ᣛ CANADIAN SYLLABICS Ojibway sh
  • should follow i-vowel orientation position
18DC ᣜ CANADIAN SYLLABICS Eastern W
18DD ᣝ CANADIAN SYLLABICS Western W
…

Syllables for Beaver Dene, Hare Dene, and Chipewyan 
Dene 
Syllables for Dene and Carrier 
…

18EC ᣬ CANADIAN SYLLABICS Sayisi hoo
  • Chipewyan Dene (gu)
18ED ᣭ CANADIAN SYLLABICS Carrier GWO
  • Beaver Dene (chye)
18EE ᣮ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier gee
  • Chipewyan Dene (CHU)
18EF ᣯ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier gaa
  • Beaver Dene (Chai)
18F0 ᣰ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier gwa
  • Hare Dene (shya)
18f1 ᣱ CANADIAN SYLLABICS Sayisi juu
  • Chipewyan Dene (TSU)
18f2 ᣲ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier jwa
  • Beaver Dene (tsye)

Finals for Dene and Carrier 
…

18f5 ᣵ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier dental s
  • vertically centered at midline

18B0 Unified Canadian Aboriginal Syllabics Extended 18F5

■ Addition
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1 . 1 	 Carrier	character	notes	for	Core	spec
This proposal suggests noting the vertical positioning behaviour of the 
Carrier finals characters in the Unicode Core Specification. In the Carrier 
syllabics, finals are expected to appear vertically positioned at the centre 
point between the full height of the syllabic characters and the baseline. 
This is opposed to the standard vertical positioning within UCAS for finals 
characters, where finals are always positioned at the top position. 

The diagram below demonstrates the correct Carrier finals vertical posi-
tioning (1), and the way the distinct Carrier finals are incorrectly positioned 
in the current chart font for UCAS (2):

❶ Correct finals position

❷ incorrect finals position

ᘊᔆᙌ ᐉᘯᑋ ᗘᙄᑋᘓᙆ

ᘊᔆᙌ ᐉᘯᑋ ᗘᙄᑋᘓᙆ
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2	 changes	for	Carrier
This proposal requests revisions to the following representative glyphs for 
Carrier, which corrects errors in the proportions of the character shapes, 
character orientation, and the vertical positioning of the final consonant 
marks, restoring the intention of the original script encoding committee 
for the disunified Carrier characters in UCAS.

ᑋ ᗮ ᘁ ᓑ ᙆ ᙇ ᔆ ᣵ ᙚ
h p kk ng z z̲	 s s̲	 sh

ᗄ ᗅ ᗆ ᗇ ᗈ ᗉ ᗊ ᗋ ᗌ ᗍ ᗎ ᗏ
ghu gho ghe ghee ghi gha	 ru ro re ree ri ra

ᗐ ᗑ ᗒ ᗓ ᗔ ᗕ ᗖ ᗗ ᗘ ᗙ ᗚ ᗛ
wu wo we wee wi wa	 hwu hwo hwe hwee hwi hwa

ᗢ ᗣ ᗤ ᗥ ᗦ ᗧ ᗨ ᗩ ᗪ ᗫ ᗬ ᗭ
ttu tto tte ttee tti tta pu po pe pee	 pi pa

ᗯ ᗰ ᗱ ᗲ ᗳ ᗴ ᗵ ᗶ ᗺ ᗸ ᗹ ᗷ
gu go ge gee gi ga khu kho khe khee	 khi kha

ᗻ ᗼ ᘀ ᗾ ᗿ ᗽ ᘂ ᘃ ᘄ ᘅ ᘆ ᘇ 
kku kko kke kkee kki kka nu no	 ne nee ni na

ᘈ ᘉ ᘍ ᘋ ᘌ ᘊ ᘎ ᘏ ᘐ ᘑ ᘒ ᘓ
mu mo me mee mi ma yu yo	 ye yee yi ya

ᘖ ᘔ ᘗ ᘘ ᘙ ᘛ ᘜ ᘝ ᘞ ᘟ ᘠ ᘡ
ju jo je jee ji ja	 jju jjo jje jjee jji jja

ᘢ ᘣ ᘤ ᘥ ᘦ ᘧ ᘨ ᘩ ᘪ ᘫ ᘬ ᘭ
lu lo le lee li la	 dlu dlo dle dlee dli dla

ᘮ ᘯ ᘰ ᘱ ᘲ ᘳ ᘴ ᘵ ᘶ ᘷ ᘸ ᘹ
lhu lho lhe lhee lhi lha	 tlhu tlho tlhe tlhee tlhi tlha

ᘺ ᘻ ᘼ ᘽ ᘾ ᘿ ᙀ ᙁ ᙂ ᙃ ᙄ ᙅ
tlu tlo tle tlee tli tla	 zu zo ze zee zi za 

ᙈ ᙉ ᙊ ᙋ ᙌ ᙍ ᙎ ᙏ ᙐ ᙑ ᙒ ᙓ
dzu dzo dze dzee dzi dza	 su so se see si sa

ᙔ ᙕ ᙙ ᙗ ᙘ ᙖ ᙛ ᙜ ᙝ ᙞ ᙟ ᙠ
shu sho she shee shi sha	 tsu tso tse tsee tsi tsa 
ᙡ ᙢ ᙣ ᙤ ᙥ ᙦ ᙧ ᙨ ᙬ ᙪ ᙫ ᙩ
chu cho che chee chi cha	 ttsu ttso ttse ttsee ttsi ttsa

ᣭ ᣮ ᣯ ᣰ ᣲ
gwu gee gaa gwa jwa

The Carrier Syllabics should appear uniform in height and width – with-
out variation between full size and medium size characters, and the final 
pure consonant marks should be vertically positioned at the centre point 
between the top height of the full syllabics, and the baseline. (figures 1, 4 
and 8) An example of the correct and incorrect vertical position of Carrier 
finals is shown on p 21. Additionally, there are two errors in representative 
glyph orientation that have been proposed for changing. (figure 5) 

In order to provide clarity for implementers towards the correct vertical 
positioning of the 9 Carrier finals glyphs, annotations have been provided 
in the names list on pp 8–10 for the applicable glyphs. Additionally, note 
that some of the characters discussed in this section are also used by other 
Dene orthographies in UCAS in the same manner as is preferred by Carrier.

The requested changes to the code chart font have been illustrated 
on pp 12–17, with attestations and descriptions in the sections to follow. 
Additionally, comments have been made in section 2.5 on p 23 to indicate 
the correct design of Carrier glyphs.

legend

■ Glyph shape / proportion change
■ Vertical position change (finals)
■ Glyph orientation change
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Guide to figures for proposed representative glyph changes for Carrier

144B ᑋ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier H (Fig. 1, 8, 9, 10, 12, 13, 14, 15, 17)
14D1 ᓑ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier NG (Fig. 9, 10, 12)
1506 ᔆ CANADIAN SYLLABICS athapascan s (Fig. 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 16, 17)
15C4 ᗄ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier ghu (Fig. 9, 10)
15C5 ᗅ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier gho (Fig. 9, 10)
15C6 ᗆ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier Ghe (Fig. 9, 10)
15C7 ᗇ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier ghee (Fig. 9, 10)
15C8 ᗈ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier ghi (Fig. 9, 10)
15C9 ᗉ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier gha (Fig. 9, 10)
15CA ᗊ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier ru (Fig. 9, 10)
15CB ᗋ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier ro (Fig. 9, 10)
15CC ᗌ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier re (Fig. 9, 10)
15CD ᗍ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier ree (Fig. 9, 10)
15CE ᗎ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier ri (Fig. 9, 10)
15CF ᗏ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier rA (Fig. 9, 10, 12)
15D0 ᗐ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier Wu (Fig. 9, 10)
15D1 ᗑ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier Wo (Fig. 9, 10)
15D2 ᗒ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier We (Fig. 9, 10)
15D3 ᗓ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier Wee (Fig. 9, 10)
15D4 ᗔ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier Wi (Fig. 9, 10)
15D5 ᗕ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier WA (Fig. 9, 10)
15D6 ᗖ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier HWu (Fig. 9, 10)
15D7 ᗗ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier HWo (Fig. 9, 10)
15D8 ᗘ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier HWe (Fig. 9, 10)
15D9 ᗙ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier HWee (Fig. 9, 10)
15DA ᗚ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier HWi (Fig. 9, 10)
15DB ᗛ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier HWA (Fig. 9, 10, 12)
15DC ᗜ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier Thu (Fig. 9, 10, 11)
15DD ᗝ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier Tho (Fig. 9, 10)
15DE ᗞ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier The (Fig. 9, 10, 11)
15DF ᗟ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier ThEE (Fig. 9, 10)
15E0 ᗠ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier ThI (Fig. 9, 10)
15E1 ᗡ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier Tha (Fig. 9, 10, 11, 12)
15E2 ᗢ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier ttu (Fig. 9, 10)
15E3 ᗣ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier tto (Fig. 9, 10)
15E4 ᗤ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier tte (Fig. 9, 10)
15E5 ᗥ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier ttee (Fig. 9, 10, 13, 15)
15E6 ᗦ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier tti (Fig. 9, 10, 15)
15E7 ᗧ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier tta (Fig. 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 17)
15E8 ᗨ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier pu (Fig. 9, 10)
15E9 ᗩ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier po (Fig. 9, 10)
15EA ᗪ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier pe (Fig. 9, 10, 11, 13)
15EB ᗫ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier pee (Fig. 9, 10, 14, 16)
15Ec ᗬ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier pi (Fig. 9, 10, 16)
15ED ᗭ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier pa (Fig. 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 16)
15ee ᗮ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier p (Fig. 9, 10, 13, 18)
15EF ᗯ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier gu (Fig. 9, 10)
15F0 ᗰ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier go (Fig. 9, 10)
15F1 ᗱ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier Ge (Fig. 8, 9, 10, 13, 17)
15F2 ᗲ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier GeE (Fig. 9, 10)
15F3 ᗳ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier Gi (Fig. 9, 10)
15F4 ᗴ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier Ga (Fig. 9, 10, 12, 13)
15F5 ᗵ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier khu (Fig. 9, 10)
15F6 ᗶ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier kho (Fig. 9, 10)
15F7 ᗷ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier khe (Fig. 9, 10, 15)
15F8 ᗸ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier khee (Fig. 9, 10, 13)
15F9 ᗹ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier khi (Fig. 9, 10)
15FA ᗺ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier khA (Fig. 9, 10, 11, 12, 18)
15FB ᗻ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier kku (Fig. 9, 10)
15FC ᗼ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier kko (Fig. 9, 10)
15FD ᗽ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier kke (Fig. 9, 10, 13, 15, 17)
15Fe ᗾ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier kkee (Fig. 9, 10, 17)
15Ff ᗿ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier kki (Fig. 9, 10)
1600 ᘀ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier kka (Fig. 9, 10, 12)
1601 ᘁ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier kk (Fig. 9, 10, 13, 17)
1602 ᘂ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier nu (Fig. 9, 10, 14)
1603 ᘃ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier no (Fig. 9, 10, 13)
1604 ᘄ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier ne (Fig. 9, 10, 11, 15)
1605 ᘅ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier nee (Fig. 9, 10, 14, 15)
1606 ᘆ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier ni (Fig. 1, 9, 10, 11, 15, 16, 17)
1607 ᘇ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier na (Fig. 8, 9, 10, 12)
1608 ᘈ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier mu (Fig. 9, 10)
1609 ᘉ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier mo (Fig. 9, 10)
160A ᘊ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier me (Fig. 9, 10, 13)
160B ᘋ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier mee (Fig. 9, 10, 11)
160C ᘌ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier mi (Fig. 9, 10, 13)
160D ᘍ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier ma (Fig. 9, 10)
160E ᘎ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier yu (Fig. 9, 10, 13)
160F ᘏ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier yO (Fig. 9, 10)
1610 ᘐ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier yE (Fig. 9, 10, 13, 15, 17)
1611 ᘑ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier yEE (Fig. 9, 10, 13)
1612 ᘒ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier yi (Fig. 9, 10, 13, 15, 17, 18)
1613 ᘓ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier yA (Fig. 8, 9, 10, 12, 13, 18)
1614 ᘔ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier ju (Fig. 9, 10)
  •  Athapascan (Za), Sayisi (TZo), 
 South Slavey (DHa)
1615 ᘕ CANADIAN SYLLABICS Sayisi ju (Fig. 9, 10)
  •  Athapascan (ZO), Sayisi (TZU), 
 South Slavey (DHO)
1616 ᘖ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier jo (Fig. 9, 10)
1617 ᘗ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier je (Fig. 9, 10)
1618 ᘘ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier jee (Fig. 9, 10, 13)
1619 ᘙ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier ji (Fig. 9, 10)
161B ᘛ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier ja (Fig. 9, 10, 11, 17)
161C ᘜ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier jju (Fig. 9, 10)
161D ᘝ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier jjo (Fig. 9, 10)

161E ᘞ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier jje (Fig. 9, 10, 17)
161F ᘟ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier jjee (Fig. 1, 9, 10)
1620 ᘠ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier jji (Fig. 9, 10)
1621 ᘡ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier jja (Fig. 9, 10)
1622 ᘢ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier lu (Fig. 9, 10)
1623 ᘣ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier lo (Fig. 9, 10, 17)
1624 ᘤ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier le (Fig. 9, 10, 13, 15)
1625 ᘥ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier lee (Fig. 8, 9, 10, 15)
1626 ᘦ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier li (Fig. 9, 10, 13, 17)
1627 ᘧ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier la (Fig. 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 15)
1628 ᘨ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier dlu (Fig. 5, 8, 9)
1629 ᘩ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier dlo (Fig. 9, 10)
162A ᘪ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier dle (Fig. 9, 10)
162B ᘫ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier dlee (Fig. 1, 9, 10, 13)
162C ᘬ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier dli (Fig. 9, 10, 16)
162D ᘭ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier dla (Fig. 9, 10, 17)
162E ᘮ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier lhu (Fig. 9, 10)
162F ᘯ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier lho (Fig. 9, 10)
1630 ᘰ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier lhe (Fig. 9, 10)
1631 ᘱ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier lhee (Fig. 9, 10)
1632 ᘲ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier lhi (Fig. 9, 10)
1633 ᘳ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier lha (Fig. 9, 10)
1634 ᘴ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier tlhu (Fig. 9, 10)
1635 ᘵ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier tlho (Fig. 9, 10)
1636 ᘶ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier tlhe (Fig. 9, 10)
1637 ᘷ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier tlhee (Fig. 9, 10)
1638 ᘸ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier thli (Fig. 2, 9, 10)
1639 ᘹ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier thla (Fig. 9, 10)
163A ᘺ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier tlu (Fig. 9, 10)
163B ᘻ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier tlo (Fig. 5, 9, 10)
163C ᘼ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier tle (Fig. 9, 10, 14)
163D ᘽ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier tlee (Fig. 9, 10)
163e ᘾ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier tli (Fig. 9, 10)
163F ᘿ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier tla (Fig. 9, 10, 11, 13)
1640 ᙀ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier zu (Fig. 9, 10)
1641 ᙁ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier zo (Fig. 9, 10)
1642 ᙂ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier ze (Fig. 1, 9, 10)
1643 ᙃ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier zee (Fig. 9, 10)
1644 ᙄ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier zi (Fig. 9, 10)
1645 ᙅ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier Za (Fig. 9, 10)
1646 ᙆ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier z (Fig. 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 13, 15, 18)
1647 ᙇ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier initial z (Fig. 9, 10)
1648 ᙈ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier dzu (Fig. 9, 10)
1649 ᙉ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier dzo (Fig. 9, 10)
164A ᙊ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier dzE (Fig. 9, 10)
164B ᙋ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier dzEE (Fig. 9, 10)
164C ᙌ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier dzi (Fig. 9, 10)
164D ᙍ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier dzA (Fig. 9, 10)
164E ᙎ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier su (Fig. 9, 10, 11)
164F ᙏ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier so (Fig. 9, 10)
1650 ᙐ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier se (Fig. 9, 10, 17)
1651 ᙑ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier see (Fig. 9, 10, 13)
1652 ᙒ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier si (Fig. 9, 10, 17)
1653 ᙓ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier sa (Fig. 9, 10, 12, 15)
1654 ᙔ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier shu (Fig. 9, 10)
1655 ᙕ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier sho (Fig. 9, 10)
1656 ᙖ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier she (Fig. 9, 10)
1657 ᙗ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier shee (Fig. 9, 10, 13)
1658 ᙘ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier shi (Fig. 9, 10)
1659 ᙙ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier sha (Fig. 9, 10, 12)
165A ᙚ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier sh (Fig. 9, 10, 12)
165B ᙛ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier tsU (Fig. 9, 10)
165C ᙜ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier tso (Fig. 9, 10)
165D ᙝ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier tse (Fig. 9, 10)
165E ᙞ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier tsee (Fig. 9, 10)
165F ᙟ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier tsi (Fig. 9, 10)
1660 ᙠ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier tsa (Fig. 9, 10, 11, 12, 13)
1661 ᙡ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier CHu (Fig. 9, 10)
1662 ᙢ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier CHo (Fig. 9, 10)
1663 ᙣ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier che (Fig. 9, 10, 17)
1664 ᙤ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier chee (Fig. 9, 10)
1665 ᙥ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier chi (Fig. 8, 9, 10, 13)
1666 ᙦ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier cha (Fig. 9, 10, 12)
1667 ᙧ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier TTSU (Fig. 9, 10)
1668 ᙨ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier TTSO (Fig. 9, 10)
1669 ᙩ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier ttse (Fig. 9, 10, 11, 13, 17)
166A ᙪ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier ttsee (Fig. 9, 10)
166B ᙫ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier ttsi (Fig. 9, 10, 17)
166C ᙬ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier ttsa (Fig. 9, 10, 11, 12, 13)
18ED ᣭ CANADIAN SYLLABICS Carrier GWO (Fig. 19)
  • Beaver Dene (chye)
18EE ᣮ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier gee (Fig. 20)
  • Chipewyan Dene (CHU)
18EF ᣯ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier gaa (Fig. 21)
  • Beaver Dene (Chai)
18F0 ᣰ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier gwa (Fig. 22)
  • Hare Dene (shya)
18f2 ᣲ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier jwa (Fig. 21)
  • Beaver Dene (tsye)
18f5 ᣵ CANADIAN SYLLABICS carrier dental s (Fig. 7, 9, 10)
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2.1 Proposed changes for Carrier
The following changes have been proposed to the code chart font in order 
to correct the issues with the representative glyphs for Carrier.

☞ ᑋ

ᓑ☞

☞ ᔆ

legend

■ Vertical position revision (finals)
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☞

☞

☞

ᗤᗔᗄ

ᗱᗡᗑ

ᗲᗢᗒ

ᗳᗣᗓ

ᗴ

ᗷ

ᗸᗨᗘᗈ ᘈ

ᗹᗩᗙᗉ ᘉ

ᗺ

ᗽ

ᗾ

ᗿᗯᗟᗏ

ᘁ

ᗥᗕᗅ ᗵ

ᗦᗖᗆ ᗶ

ᗧᗗᗇ

ᗪᗚᗊ

ᗫᗛᗋ

ᗬᗜᗌ

ᗭᗝᗍ

ᗮᗞᗎ

ᘀᗰᗠᗐ

ᘄ

ᘅ

ᘆ

ᘇ

ᘊ

ᘋᗻ

ᘌᗼ

ᘍ

ᘎ

ᘏ

ᘃ

ᘂ

ᘐ

ᘑ

ᘒ

ᘓ

ᘔ

ᘕ

ᘖ

ᘗ

ᘘ

ᘙ

ᘚ

ᘛ

ᘜ

ᘝ

ᘞ

ᘟ

ᘠ

ᘡ

ᘢ

ᘣ

ᘤ

ᘥ

ᘦ

ᘧ

ᘨ

ᘩ

ᘪ

ᘫ

ᘬ

ᘭ

ᘮ

ᘯ

legend

■ Character shape / proportion revision ■ Vertical position revision (finals)

■ Character orientation revision
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☞

☞

☞

ᘰ ᙀ

ᘱ ᙁ

ᘲ ᙂ

ᘳ ᙃ

ᘴ ᙄ

ᘵ ᙅ

ᘶ ᙆ

ᙇᘷ

ᘸ ᙈ

ᘹ ᙉ

ᘺ ᙊ

ᘻ ᙋ

ᘼ ᙌ

ᘽ ᙍ

ᘾ ᙎ

ᘿ ᙏ

ᙐ ᙠ

ᙑ ᙡ

ᙒ ᙢ

ᙓ ᙣ

ᙤᙔ

ᙥᙕ

ᙦ

ᙩ

ᙪ

ᙫᙛ

ᙬᙜ

ᙖ

ᙗ ᙧ

ᙘ ᙨ

ᙙ

ᙚ

ᙝ

ᙞ

ᙟ

legend

■ Character shape / proportion revision ■ Vertical position revision (finals)

■ Character orientation revision
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☞

☞

☞

ᣱ

ᣰ

ᣲ

ᣵ

ᣮ

ᣭ

ᣯ

legend

■ Character shape / proportion revision ■ Vertical position revision (finals)
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figure 1 A letter of support dated 30 March 2021 from Francois Prince, 
expressing support and the context for the current proposal effort to revise the 
representative characters for the Carrier syllabics in the UCAS code charts.
The above letter shows attestation for the correct forms of 

U+162B ᘫ, Carrier dlee, U+1606 ᘆ Carrier ni, U+1642 ᙂ Carrier ze, 
U+1604 ᘄ Carrier ne, and U+161F ᘟ Carrier jjee and the correct vertical 
positioning of final U+144B ᑋ Carrier h.
From Francois Prince, ‘Regarding correcting errors with the representative 

Carrier syllabics shapes in the Unified Canadian Aboriginal Syllabics.’ Neyu 
Professional Services, 30 March 2021.

30 March 2021 

Regarding correc,ng the errors with the representa,ve Carrier syllabics shapes in the Unified Canadian 
Aboriginal Syllabics 

I, Francois Prince, have been u7lising the Carrier syllabic system since 2007. My father Nicholas Prince has helped 
organise the original syllabic fonts when I was a youth. I learned syllabics from him when I was young and began to 
move more into teaching a few years aEer he passed. 

I currently have contracts in school district 91, and 57. Which covers over 10 First Na7ons communi7es including, 
Lheidli (Prince George), Saik’uz (Stoney Creek), Nadleh, Stellat’en(Fraser Lake), Burns Lake Band (Ts’il k’az Koh), Lake 
Babine Na7on( Nadot’en), Chestl’ada, Takla First Na7ons (Tatl’ah), Nak’azdli ( Fort Saint James), Tl’azt’en, and 
Yekooche. 

The Syllabics are adaptable to all of the dialects within the Carrier Na7on and my hope is that a revision from the 
incorrect representa7ve characters to the correct form we expect to see will help bring the Syllabic teaching to the 
forefront of our language revitalisa7on. There is only one other first na7ons person in all of these communi7es that 
is working at keeping the syllabics in high priority, his name is Dennis Cumberland. He and I work along side of each 
other to help bring syllabics awareness and documenta7on to every house in the Dakelh Language group. The 
Dakelh Syllabics are the Original Wri7ng System for the Dakelh and we are the only tribe in Bri7sh Columbia with a 
wri7ng system. I have helped 6 communi7es decipher their syllabic wri7ng on the old headstones and con7nue to 
fill in much material that has not been deciphered yet. 

I feel that I had to add to this descrip7on to stress the need to help bring the original wri7ng system of the 
Dakelhne to the forefront of our language revitaliza7on. The way the current Carrier syllabics are represented in 
Unicode is not correct and are difficult to read. We expect our syllabics characters to look like the characters 
originally developed by Adrien-Gabriel Morice in the late 19th century. They should be uniform in height, and the 
final characters to be centered to the middle of each word. The current appearance of our characters make them 
very hard to read, and they do not capture the spirit of our language. This leads to the syllabics characters not 
being used in daily correspondences over email and text messaging, which leads to the decline in their use in the 
community.  
I support the full proposal of Kevin King. He has worked diligently and painstakingly to bring the best and most 
complete system that can help Dennis and I train more people in the communi7es. 

The staff in some of the school districts are signing their names in syllabics on their emails and I find it an eyesore 
and a disrespect to the original format, when I see the syllabics wriaen in another unfriendly font. All of the 10 First 
Na7on members of the Dakelhne (Carrier Na7on) that I teach in expect the Dakelh Syllabics to appear only in the 
form of the system developed by Adrien-Gabriel Morice. ᘥᣟᘆᙂᐣ ᘄᑊᘟᑋ (correct characters) ᘥᣟᘆᙂᐣ ᘄᑊᘟᑋ 
(incorrect characters). The current representa7on in system fonts has seriously altered this, and is not adequate to 
write Dakelh. 

With that I do hope this leaer can support Kevin and anyone willing to bring our Dakelh Language to the forefront 
of Language revitalisa7on.  

Thank you for your 7me. Soo whenaoondleh (do your best) 

Francois Prince 
NEYUPS@outlook.com 

2.2 Carrier community letters of support
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figure 2 A letter of support dated 7 April 2021 from Dennis Cumberland, 
expressing support and the need for the current proposal effort to revise the 
representative characters for the Carrier syllabics in the UCAS code charts.
The above letter shows attestation for the correct form of 

U+1638 ᘸ Carrier tlhi.
From Dennis Cumberland, ‘Regarding correcting the representative Carrier 

syllabics shapes in the Unified Canadian Aboriginal Syllabics in Unicode’. 
7 April 2021.

The Unicode Consor.um 
P.O. Box 391476 
Mountainview, CA 94039-1476 
U.S.A. 

7 April 2021 

Regarding correc,ng the representa,ve Carrier syllabics shapes in the Unified Canadian Aboriginal 
Syllabics in Unicode 

Bundada Hoonzoo 
Good Morning, 

To begin with, years ago as a young Na.ve person I was taught Carrier or Dakelh Syllabics by the Late 
Elder Nick Prince. It was his dream or vision that this wri.ng system would carry on. I took this message 
seriously and passed on what I had learned and shared whenever possible. Together with his son 
Francois Prince we taught Syllabics in the schools and colleges in Dakelh territory. As technology 
developed we came across a Dakelh keyboard system from a website called Language Geek which used 
the Keyman program and word programs, and were able to type and share the Dakelh wri.ng system 
with the community. Having to use 2 or more programs made it difficult to share with other people 
although we did our best. 

Although the font from the Language Geek website, OskiDakelh, shows the correct appearance of our 
syllabics characters, when we use our characters to write emails and send text messages in the available 
syllabics font, we see the wrong characters appear, which do not look the way we expect them to look. In 

many of these cases, the characters not easy to iden.fy as Dakelh Syllabics characters (for example: ᘸ  

vs. ᘸ) and make texts in these versions of the characters hard to read. We expect our Dakelh Syllabics to 
appear in the way they looked in the original system created by Adrien-Gabriel Morice in 1885, where all 
of the Syllabics characters have the same height, and the small, final characters sit centered to the word. 

When Kevin King contacted us and asked our input and concerns about fixing these issues with the 
Dakelh Syllabics in Unicode, we were very excited. If we were able to have accurate Dakelh syllabics fonts 
on all computer systems, it would help immensely in our work to teach Dakelh to our youth and our 
people. It would further allows us to prepare a be`er keyboard layout to use with these fonts, and 
improve our language revitaliza.on and preserva.on efforts in the Dakelh Na.on. 

Kevin has kept us updated and we are very much in support of the Syllabic proposal. Our communi.es, 
our Dakelh Language, our Dakelh culture will greatly be enhanced by the development of our Dakelh 
syllabic wri.ng system. 

Musi, 

Dennis Cumberland 
Dakelh Cultural Worker 
dennis.cumberland@gmail.com 
778 978 0677
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figure 3 Two showings above of ranges U+1490 – U+14DA and 
U+1602 – U+1607 from the UCAS main block – from L2/98–128, 
and the current UCAS main code charts for Unicode version 13.0, 
respectively – showing Carrier characters that were disunified 
from graphically-similar characters due to the distinct difference in 
proportions of the Carrier syllabics from the other syllabics orthog-
raphies supported in UCAS. 
The script encoding committee that prepared the original UCAS 

main character repertoire (The Canadian Aboriginal Syllabics 
Encoding Committee) proposed disunified characters to meet the 
graphical requirements of the Carrier syllabics, where otherwise 
they would overlap with visually-similar characters used by other 
orthographies within UCAS. 
In later versions of the Unicode Standard, the chart font for UCAS 

misrepresented a large number of these distinct Carrier characters. 
This resulted in the current errors specified for revision in this doc-
ument to the correct forms the Carrier community desires for their 
syllabic characters.
From L2/98–128, ISO/IEC 10646–1:1993, FDAM 11, 1998 and 

‘Unified Canadian Aboriginal Syllabics.’ Range: 1400 – 167F, Version 
13.0, The Unicode Consortium, copyright © 1999–2020

2.3 Disunified Carrier glyphs in UCAs
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figure 4 Two showings above of ranges of the UCAS main 
block – from L2/98–128, left, and the current UCAS main code charts 
for Unicode version 13.0, right, respectively – showing Carrier finals 
characters that were either disunified from graphically-similar finals 
characters, or, encoded as distinct Carrier finals as they were only 
required for the Carrier syllabics orthography.
In the Carrier syllabics, finals are expected to appear vertically 

positioned at the centre point between the full height of the syl-
labic characters and the baseline. This is opposed to the standard 
vertical positioning within UCAS for finals characters, where finals 
are always positioned at the top position. The diagram, right, titled 
‘Vertical positioning of Carrier finals’ demonstrates the Carrier finals 
vertical positioning, and the way the distinct Carrier finals are posi-
tioned in the current chart font for UCAS.
As in the case of disunification for Carrier syllabics characters 

described in figure 2, the original script encoding committee pro-
vided one disunified character for Carrier in U+14D1 ᓑ Carrier ng, 
as well as provided the necessary distinct Carrier finals characters 
as shown in the above listings. As U+14D1 ᓑ Carrier ng is disuni-
fied from U+1421 ᐡ CAnAdiAn SyllAbiCS finAl bottom hAlf 
ring, and the distinct Carrier finals characters are only used for this 
orthography, these characters can be vertically positioned at the 
centre position to accommodate this Carrier syllabics orthography 
preference.
From L2/98–128, 1998 and ‘Unified Canadian Aboriginal 

Syllabics.’ Range: 1400 – 167F, Version 13.0, The Unicode 
Consortium, copyright © 1999–2020

❶ Correct finals position

❷ incorrect finals position

ᘊᔆᙌ ᐉᘯᑋ ᗘᙄᑋᘓᙆ

ᘊᔆᙌ ᐉᘯᑋ ᗘᙄᑋᘓᙆ

Vertical positioning of Carrier finals
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figure 5 In conjunction with the issue of correct representative 
glyphs for Carrier in the UCAS code charts is the correct orientation 
of two code points’ representative characters: U+1628 ᘨ Carrier 
dlu and U+163B ᘻ Carrier tlo. In the current representative glyphs 
for these code points in the UCAS main block charts, the orientation 
of these characters is incorrect, with both characters being reflected 
in opposition to their orientation they should take. The revised rep-
resentative glyphs provided in this proposal on pages 15 and 16 show 
the correct orientation as is perferred by the Carrier community.
The above texts show two differing orientation schemes that 

were presented by Morice. The document above, left, shows the 
chart from Morice’s 1890 publication The new methodical, easy and 
complete Dene syllabary, which shows orientations that differ for 
many of the current representative characters in UCAS, including 
U+1628 ᘨ Carrier dlu, although showing the correct orientation 
for U+163B ᘻ Carrier tlo. The text above, right, shows a detail 
from Morice’s Carrier Syllabics chart in his Carrier reading-book, 
published in 1894. The chart in this text shows a revised orien-
tation scheme, which is the current orientation scheme that the 
entire Carrier Nation community follows for their Syllabics to the 
present day, showing attestation for the correct orientation of 
U+1628 ᘨ Carrier dlu and U+163B ᘻ Carrier tlo.
From Adrien-Gabriel Morice’s The new methodical, easy and com-

plete Dene syllabary, 1890, and Carrier reading-book, 1894

2.4 Correct orientation of Carrier dlu and tlo glyphs
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2.5 Notes on the design of Carrier glyphs: 
 Carrier z and Athapascan s

figure 6 The example, right, depicts the contemporary 
Carrier Nation’s preferred shaping of Carrier characters 
U+1646 ᙆ Carrier z and U+1506 ᔆ Athapascan s, which is 
in the monolinear, sans serif style. This is in contrast to the 
design of these two glyphs in historical sources, which show 
these characters rendered in a Latin, serifed style form.

ᙆ U+1646   Canadian Syllabics  Carrier  z

ᔆ U+1506   Canadian Syllabics  athapascan s

❶

❷

❸

Preferred contemporary shaping of Carrier z and Athapascan s

Historical form of Carrier z and Athapascan sfigure 7 The text examples (1), from Morice’s ᗫᣟ ᑐᔆᘼᔆ 
ᐅᙨᑐᐟᣟᐈᑋ / Carrier reading-book, 1894, (2) from Morice’s later 
Carrier Syllabics publication ᑐᔆᘼᔆ ᐁᘁᗒᐪ ᗟᑕᙆᑐᘬ / Carrier 
prayer book, 1901, and (3) from Morice’s Carrier newspaper 
ᑐᔆᘼᔆ ᘇᗘᑊᘄᐟ / Mission Papers, 1891, right, show the historical 
serifed variants of these characters, which were employed in 
all texts that Adrien-Gabriel Morice printed. 
Carrier Syllabics expert and historian Dennis 

Cumberland noted in a phone conversation on 10 March 
2021 with the author that Morice used multiple printing 
presses as he upgraded his equipment during his time 
at Stuart Lake Mission, which included his type supply. 
This resulted in Morice borrowing sorts for lowercase 
letters s and z from the Latin script typeface he used for 
printing English and French text, in order to distinguish 
U+1646 ᙆ Carrier z from U+1647 ᙇ Carrier initial z and 
U+1506 ᔆ Athapascan s from U+18F5 ᣵ Carrier dental s.
Note in example (3) the presence of both 

U+18F5 ᣵ Carrier dental s and U+1506 ᔆ Athapascan s in 
the same paragraph of text. In order for these characters to 
be distinguished, Morice made use of his roman type stock 
to render U+1506 ᔆ Athapascan s in a lowercase serifed s. 
This distinguished this character from the monolinear form 
of U+18F5 ᣵ Carrier dental s, both by shape and proportion.

In an email conversation on 21 April, 2021, Cumberland 
shared further that ‘… Morice used a couple of different 
printing presses as he upgraded [his equipment] … it is 
possible he made adjustments [to the orthography as he 
worked] … and he might of also made errors in some type 
sets [that he chose to work with] …’.

In email correspondence with the author, both Cumberland 
and Prince confirmed that the Carrier community pre-
ferred the monolinear forms of these characters for the 
contemporary Syllabics orthography. They stated that the 
user community prefers the cohesiveness that the mono-
linear form offers to the whole system, and feel that there 
is no trouble distinguishing U+1646 ᙆ Carrier z from 
U+1647 ᙇ Carrier initial z and U+1506 ᔆ Athapascan s 
from U+18F5 ᣵ Carrier dental s.
From Dennis Cumberland, ‘Discussing the history of 

the Dakelh (Carrier) Syllabics.’ 10 March 2021, Telephone 
interview with the author, Dennis Cumberland and Francois 
Prince, ‘Question about Syllabics rotation in Morice doc-
ument & single ‘s’ and ‘z’ sound character shapes’, 21 April 
2021, 4:13 am ESt and 23 April 2021, 11:43 am ESt, Adrien-
Gabriel Morice’s ᗫᣟ ᑐᔆᘼᔆ ᐅᙨᑐᐟᣟᐈᑋ / Carrier reading-book, 
1894, and ᑐᔆᘼᔆ ᐁᘁᗒᐪ ᗟᑕᙆᑐᘬ / Carrier prayer book, 1901, 
and ᑐᔆᘼᔆ ᘇᗘᑊᘄᐟ / Mission Papers, First edition (ᗪᒡ   1   ᑐᔆᘼᔆ), 
Volume 10 (ᗪᒡ   10   ᙓᘄᐣ), 1891
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figure 8 A document prepared by Francois Prince to 
express the differences between the correct appearance of 
the Carrier syllabics characters, and the incorrect repre-
sentation of the characters. 
Note that Prince’s showing – in the “correct font” 

example at the top of the document – clearly depicts 
the preferred form of the Carrier syllabic characters as 
uniform in height, without variation in height between 
full-size and medium-size characters (ex. ᘥ vs ᘥ for 
U+1625 ᘥ Carrier lee). Additionally, Prince’s showing 
depicts the preferred positioning of the finals characters at 
the mid line position, centered between the full height of 
the syllabics characters and the baseline (ex. ᐸᑔᑋ ᘇᐣᗱᙆ, ᘆ 
ᙥᗭᑊᘓᐣ vs. ᐸᑔᑋ ᘇᐣᗱᙆ, ᘆ ᙥᗭᑊᘓᐣ). 
Additionally, the above showings depict the correct 

graphical distinction between U+14DA ᓚ ca and 
U+1607 ᘇ Carrier na, demonstrating the purpose 
these characters – as well as the entire Carrier n-series 
range (U+1602 – U+1607) – were disunified from range 
U+1490 – U+14DA in the original UCAS main block char-
acter repertoire.
The above document shows attestation for 

U+144B ᑋ Carrier h, U+1607 ᘇ Carrier na, 
U+15F1 ᗱ Carrier ge, U+1606 ᘆ Carrier ni, 
U+1665 ᙥ Carrier chi, U+15ED ᗭ Carrier pa, 
U+1613 ᘓ Carrier ya, and U+162B ᘫ Carrier dlee.
From Francois Prince, ‘Correct form of the Dakelh 

syllabics’, 2021

2.6 Attestations for Carrier
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figure 9 Right, pages 11 and 12 from Father Adrien-Gabriel 
Morice’s ᑐᔆᘼᔆ ᐁᘁᗒᐪ ᗟᑕᙆᑐᘬ / Carrier prayer book of 1901, 
showing the technical mapping of the Carrier syllabary that 
he originally devised in collaboration with Jimmy Alexander 
in 1885. This syllabary chart provides attestation for the 
correct representative forms preferred by the contemporary 
Carrier Nation, showing:
 U+144B ᑋ Carrier h, 
U+14D1 ᓑ Carrier ng, 
U+1506 ᔆ Athapascan s, 
U+15C4 ᗄ Carrier ghu, 
U+15C5 ᗅ Carrier gho, 
U+15C6 ᗆ Carrier ghe, 
U+15C7 ᗇ Carrier ghee, 
U+15C8 ᗈ Carrier ghi, 
U+15C9 ᗉ Carrier gha, 
U+15CA ᗊ Carrier ru, 
U+15CB ᗋ Carrier ro, 
U+15CC ᗌ Carrier re, 
U+15CD ᗍ Carrier ree, 
U+15CE ᗎ Carrier ri, 
U+15CF ᗏ Carrier ra, 
U+15D0 ᗐ Carrier wu, 
U+15D1 ᗑ Carrier wo, 
U+15D2 ᗒ Carrier we, 
U+15D3 ᗓ Carrier wee, 
U+15D4 ᗔ Carrier wi, 
U+15D5 ᗕ Carrier wa, 
U+15DC ᗜ Carrier thu, 
U+15DD ᗝ Carrier tho, 
U+15DE ᗞ Carrier the, 
U+15DF ᗟ Carrier thee, 
U+15E0 ᗠ Carrier thi, 
U+15E1 ᗡ Carrier tha, 
U+15E2 ᗢ Carrier ttu, 
U+15E3 ᗣ Carrier tto, 
U+15E4 ᗤ Carrier tte, 
U+15E5 ᗥ Carrier ttee, 
U+15E6 ᗦ Carrier tti, 
U+15E7 ᗧ Carrier tta,
U+15E8 ᗨ Carrier pu,
U+15E9 ᗩ Carrier po,
U+15EA ᗪ Carrier pe, 
U+15EB ᗫ Carrier pee, 
U+15EC ᗬ Carrier pi, 
U+15ED ᗭ Carrier pa, 
U+15EE ᗮ Carrier p, 
U+15EF ᗯ Carrier gu
U+15F0 ᗰ Carrier go, 
U+15F1 ᗱ Carrier ge, 
U+15F2 ᗲ Carrier gee, 
U+15F3 ᗳ Carrier gi, 
U+15F4 ᗴ Carrier ga, 
U+15F5 ᗵ Carrier khu,
U+15F6 ᗶ Carrier kho, 
U+15F7 ᗷ Carrier khe, 
U+15F8 ᗸ Carrier khee, 
U+15F9 ᗹ Carrier khi, 
U+15FA ᗺ Carrier kha, 
U+15FD ᗺ Carrier kke, 
U+15FB ᗻ Carrier kku,
U+15FC ᗼ Carrier kko, 
U+15FE ᗾ Carrier kkee, 
U+15FF ᗿ Carrier kki, 
U+1600 ᘀ Carrier kka, 
U+1601 ᘁ Carrier kk, 
U+1602 ᘂ Carrier nu, 
U+1603 ᘃ Carrier no, 
U+1604 ᘄ Carrier ne, 
U+1605 ᘅ Carrier nee, 
U+1606 ᘆ Carrier ni, 
U+1607 ᘇ Carrier na, 
U+1608 ᘈ Carrier mu,
U+1609 ᘉ Carrier mo, 
U+160A ᘊ Carrier me,
U+160B ᘋ Carrier mee, 
U+160C ᘌ Carrier mi,
U+160D ᘍ Carrier ma, 
U+160E ᘎ Carrier yu,
U+160F ᘏ Carrier yo, 
U+1610 ᘐ Carrier ye,
U+1611 ᘑ Carrier yee, 
U+1612 ᘒ Carrier yi, 
U+1613 ᘓ Carrier ya, 
U+1614 ᘔ Carrier ju, 
U+1616 ᘖ Carrier jo, 
U+1617 ᘗ Carrier je, 
U+1618 ᘘ Carrier jee, 
U+1619 ᘙ Carrier 

ji, U+161B ᘛ Carrier 
ja, U+161C ᘜ Carrier 
jju, U+161D ᘝ Carrier 
jjo, U+161E ᘞ Carrier 
jje, U+161F ᘟ Carrier 
jjee, U+1620 ᘠ Carrier 
jji, U+1621 ᘡ Carrier 
jja, U+1622 ᘢ Carrier 
lu, U+1623 ᘣ Carrier 
lo, U+1624 ᘤ Carrier 
le, U+1625 ᘥ Carrier 
lee, U+1626 ᘦ Carrier 
li U+1627 ᘧ Carrier la, 
U+1628 ᘨ Carrier dlu, 
U+1629 ᘩ Carrier dlo, 
U+162A ᘪ Carrier dle, 
U+162B ᘫ Carrier dlee, 
U+162C ᘬ Carrier dli, 
U+162D ᘭ Carrier dla, 
U+1630 ᘰ Carrier lhe, 
U+1631 ᘱ Carrier lhee, 
U+1632 ᘲ Carrier lhi, 
U+1633 ᘳ Carrier lha, 
U+1634 ᘴ Carrier tlhu, 
U+1635 ᘵ Carrier tlho, 
U+1636 ᘶ Carrier tlhe, 
U+1637 ᘷ Carrier tlhee, 
U+1638 ᘸ Carrier thli, 
U+1639 ᘹ Carrier thla, 
U+163A ᘺ Carrier tlu,
U+163B ᘻ Carrier tlo, 
U+163C ᘼ Carrier tle, 
U+163D ᘽ Carrier tlee,
U+163E ᘾ Carrier tli, 
U+163F ᘿ Carrier tla, 
U+1640 ᙀ Carrier zu,
U+1641 ᙁ Carrier zo,
U+1642 ᙂ Carrier ze,
U+1643 ᙃ Carrier zee,
U+1644 ᙄ Carrier zi,
U+1645 ᙅ Carrier za
U+1646 ᙆ Carrier z, 
U+1647 ᙇ Carrier initial z,
U+1648 ᙈ Carrier dzu,
U+1649 ᙉ Carrier dzo,
U+164A ᙊ Carrier dze,
U+164B ᙋ Carrier dzee,
U+164C ᙌ Carrier dzi,
U+164D ᙍ Carrier dza,
U+164E ᙎ Carrier su,
U+164F ᙏ Carrier so,
 U+1650 ᙐ Carrier se, 
U+1651 ᙑ Carrier see, 
U+1652 ᙒ Carrier si, 
U+1653 ᙓ Carrier sa, 
U+1654 ᙔ Carrier shu
U+1655 ᙕ Carrier sho
U+1656 ᙖ Carrier she, 
U+1657 ᙗ Carrier shee, 
U+1658 ᙘ Carrier shi, 
U+1659 ᙙ Carrier sha, 
U+165A ᙚ Carrier sh,
U+165B ᙛ Carrier tsu,
U+165C ᙜ Carrier tso, 
U+165D ᙝ Carrier tse, 
U+165E ᙞ Carrier tsee, 
U+165F ᙟ Carrier tsi, 
U+1660 ᙠ Carrier tsa,
U+1661 ᙡ Carrier chu,
U+1662 ᙢ Carrier cho
 U+1663 ᙣ Carrier che, 
U+1664 ᙤ Carrier chee, 
U+1665 ᙥ Carrier chi, 
U+1666 ᙦ Carrier cha,
U+1667 ᙧ Carrier ttsu,
U+1668 ᙨ Carrier ttso, 
U+1669 ᙩ Carrier ttse, 
U+166A ᙪ Carrier ttsee, 
U+166B ᙫ Carrier ttsi, 
U+166C ᙬ Carrier ttsa, 
U+18F5 ᣵ Carrier dental s
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ᑐᙝᐣ ᗽᐪ ˙ᐅᗽᘅ˙ᐅᔆᗱᙆ
Dakelh Syllabic Writing System

 

Dakelh Syllabics
 

A –  as in hat
U  – as in hut
E  – as in grey
I  – as in see
O –  as in go
Oo – as in you
 
Each Symbol only makes one sound. These six vowel sounds are the
most important to learn.
 
 

ᐊ      ᐅ      ᐈ      ᐉ      ᐃ     ᐁ
a       u       e       i       o     oo

2018
NEYU PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

NEYUPS@outlook.com

“This writing system was created by Father Adrien Gabriel Morice
in 1885. Adapted from the Cree Syllabary, the Carriers are the only
tribe in British Columbia to have their own writing system. These
Syllabics are adaptable to all the dialects within the Nation.”

     Francois Prince
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a       u       e       i       o     oo
 

ᐸ     ᐳ     ᐶ     ᐷ    ᐱ     ᐯ     ᑋ
ha    hu    he    hi    ho    hoo   h
 

ᗏ     ᗌ     ᗍ     ᗎ     ᗋ     ᗊ     ᐦ
gha ghu  ghe   ghi   gho  ghoo  gh
 

ᗉ     ᗆ      ᗇ    ᗈ     ᗅ     ᗄ      ᐥ
kha  khu   khe   khi   kho   khoo  ch
 

ᗕ     ᗒ      ᗓ     ᗔ     ᗑ     ᗐ
wa   wu    we    wi    wo    woo
 

ᗛ      ᗘ      ᗙ      ᗚ     ᗗ    ᗖ
wha  whu  whe   whi   who whoo
 

ᑕ    ᑐ    ᑓ     ᑔ    ᑎ    ᑌ       ᐪ
da   du   de    di    do   doo   d/t
 

ᗡ    ᗞ     ᗟ   ᗠ    ᗝ     ᗜ
ta    tu    te    ti     to    too
 

ᗧ    ᗤ     ᗥ    ᗦ    ᗣ    ᗢ
t’a   t’u    t’e   t’i    t’o   t’oo
 

ᗭ    ᗪ     ᗫ    ᗬ    ᗩ      ᗨ      ᗮ
ba   bu  be   bi    bo    boo b/v/p
 

ᗴ    ᗱ     ᗲ    ᗳ    ᗰ     ᗯ     ᐟ
ga   gu    ge   gi    go    goo  g
ᗴ    ᗱ     ᗲ    ᗳ    ᗰ     ᗯ     ᐟ
ga   gu    ge   gi    go    goo  g
 

ᗺ     ᗷ     ᗸ    ᗹ    ᗶ    ᗵ     ᐠ
ka    ku    ke    ki    ko   koo  k
 

ᘀ    ᗽ    ᗾ    ᗿ     ᗼ    ᗻ      ᘁ  
k’a  k’u   k’e   k’i    k’o   k’oo   k’
 

ᘇ    ᘄ     ᘅ     ᘆ    ᘃ    ᘂ    ᐣ   ᓑ
na   nu    ne    ni    no   noo  n  ng
 

ᘍ     ᘊ     ᘋ     ᘌ    ᘉ     ᘈ       ᒼ
ma   mu   me   mi    mo   moo   m
ᘓ     ᘐ     ᘑ    ᘒ   ᘏ    ᘎ
ya    yu    ye   yi    yo   yoo
 
 

ᘛ    ᘗ    ᘘ    ᘙ     ᘖ    ᘔ
Ja    ju    je     ji     jo    joo
 

ᘡ     ᘞ     ᘟ      ᘠ       ᘝ      ᘜ
ch’a  ch’u   ch’e   ch’i    ch’o   ch’oo
 
 

ᘧ     ᘤ     ᘥ    ᘦ    ᘣ    ᘢ    ᑊ
la     lu     le     li     lo    loo  l
 

ᘭ    ᘪ     ᘫ     ᘬ    ᘩ   ᘨ
dla   dlu   dle    dli   dlo  dloo
 

ᘳ   ᘰ     ᘱ    ᘲ    ᘯ   ᘮ      ᒡᘳ   ᘰ     ᘱ    ᘲ    ᘯ   ᘮ      ᒡ
lha   lhu   lhe   lhi    lho  lhoo  lh
ᘹ     ᘶ   ᘷ   ᘸ    ᘵ    ᘴ
tla    tlu   tle   tli    tlo   tloo
 

ᘿ    ᘼ     ᘽ    ᘾ   ᘻ    ᘺ
tl’a   tl’u   tl’e   tl’i   tl’o  tl’oo
 

ᙅ    ᙂ     ᙃ    ᙄ    ᙁ    ᙀ    ᙆ
za   zu    ze    zi    zo   zoo  z
 

ᙍ      ᙊ     ᙋ     ᙌ     ᙉ    ᙈ  
dza   dzu  dze   dzi   dzo   dzoo
 

ᙓ    ᙐ     ᙑ    ᙒ   ᙏ    ᙎ     ᔆ
sa    su    se   si   so    soo   s
 

ᙙ      ᙖ     ᙗ   ᙘ     ᙕ   ᙔ     ᙚ
sha   shu   she   shi   sho  shoo  sh
 

ᙠ      ᙝ      ᙞ     ᙟ    ᙜ    ᙛ
cha   chu   che   chi   cho  choo
 

ᙦ     ᙣ     ᙤ    ᙥ     ᙢ     ᙡ
tsa   tsu  tse   tsi   tso   tsoo
 

ᙬ     ᙩ     ᙪ      ᙫ    ᙨ    ᙧ
ts’a   ts’u   ts’e   ts’i   ts’o  ts’oo
2
 

figure 10 Right, a contemporary Carrier (Dakelh) 
Syllabary chart, as composed by Francois Prince 
in his Syllabics book Dakelh Syllabics writing 
system, Neyu Professional Services, 2018. This 
chart shows consistency with the character forms 
in Morice’s charts, which provide evidence of 
the Carrier Nation’s current preferences for the 
appearance of their characters. Showing attesta-
tion for:

U+144B ᑋ Carrier h, 
U+14D1 ᓑ Carrier ng, 
U+1506 ᔆ Athapascan s, 
U+15C4 ᗄ Carrier ghu, 
U+15C5 ᗅ Carrier gho, 
U+15C6 ᗆ Carrier ghe, 
U+15C7 ᗇ Carrier ghee, 
U+15C8 ᗈ Carrier ghi, 
U+15C9 ᗉ Carrier gha, 
U+15CA ᗊ Carrier ru, 
U+15CB ᗋ Carrier ro, 
U+15CC ᗌ Carrier re, 
U+15CD ᗍ Carrier ree, 
U+15CE ᗎ Carrier ri, 
U+15CF ᗏ Carrier ra, 
U+15D0 ᗐ Carrier wu, 
U+15D1 ᗑ Carrier wo, 
U+15D2 ᗒ Carrier we, 
U+15D3 ᗓ Carrier wee, 
U+15D4 ᗔ Carrier wi, 
U+15D5 ᗕ Carrier wa, 
U+15DC ᗜ Carrier thu, 
U+15DD ᗝ Carrier tho, 
U+15DE ᗞ Carrier the, 
U+15DF ᗟ Carrier thee, 
U+15E0 ᗠ Carrier thi, 
U+15E1 ᗡ Carrier tha, 
U+15E2 ᗢ Carrier ttu, 
U+15E3 ᗣ Carrier tto, 
U+15E4 ᗤ Carrier tte, 
U+15E5 ᗥ Carrier ttee, 
U+15E6 ᗦ Carrier tti, 
U+15E7 ᗧ Carrier tta,
U+15E8 ᗨ Carrier pu,
U+15E9 ᗩ Carrier po,
U+15EA ᗪ Carrier pe, 
U+15EB ᗫ Carrier pee, 
U+15EC ᗬ Carrier pi, 
U+15ED ᗭ Carrier pa, 
U+15EE ᗮ Carrier p, 
U+15EF ᗯ Carrier gu
U+15F0 ᗰ Carrier go, 
U+15F1 ᗱ Carrier ge, 
U+15F2 ᗲ Carrier gee, 
U+15F3 ᗳ Carrier gi, 
U+15F4 ᗴ Carrier ga, 
U+15F5 ᗵ Carrier khu,
U+15F6 ᗶ Carrier kho, 
U+15F7 ᗷ Carrier khe, 
U+15F8 ᗸ Carrier khee, 
U+15F9 ᗹ Carrier khi, 
U+15FA ᗺ Carrier kha, 
U+15FD ᗺ Carrier kke, 
U+15FB ᗻ Carrier kku,
U+15FC ᗼ Carrier kko, 
U+15FE ᗾ Carrier kkee, 
U+15FF ᗿ Carrier kki, 
U+1600 ᘀ Carrier kka, 
U+1601 ᘁ Carrier kk, 
U+1602 ᘂ Carrier nu, 
U+1603 ᘃ Carrier no, 
U+1604 ᘄ Carrier ne, 
U+1605 ᘅ Carrier nee, 
U+1606 ᘆ Carrier ni, 
U+1607 ᘇ Carrier na, 
U+1608 ᘈ Carrier mu,
U+1609 ᘉ Carrier mo, 
U+160A ᘊ Carrier me,
U+160B ᘋ Carrier mee, 
U+160C ᘌ Carrier mi,
U+160D ᘍ Carrier ma, 
U+160E ᘎ Carrier yu,
U+160F ᘏ Carrier yo, 
U+1610 ᘐ Carrier ye,
U+1611 ᘑ Carrier yee, 
U+1612 ᘒ Carrier yi, 
U+1613 ᘓ Carrier ya, 
U+1614 ᘔ Carrier ju, 
U+1616 ᘖ Carrier jo, 
U+1617 ᘗ Carrier je, 
U+1618 ᘘ Carrier jee, 
U+1619 ᘙ Carrier 

ji, U+161B ᘛ Carrier 
ja, U+161C ᘜ Carrier 
jju, U+161D ᘝ Carrier 
jjo, U+161E ᘞ Carrier 
jje, U+161F ᘟ Carrier 
jjee, U+1620 ᘠ Carrier 
jji, U+1621 ᘡ Carrier 
jja, U+1622 ᘢ Carrier 
lu, U+1623 ᘣ Carrier 
lo, U+1624 ᘤ Carrier 
le, U+1625 ᘥ Carrier 
lee, U+1626 ᘦ Carrier 
li U+1627 ᘧ Carrier la, 
U+1628 ᘨ Carrier dlu, 
U+1629 ᘩ Carrier dlo, 
U+162A ᘪ Carrier dle, 
U+162B ᘫ Carrier dlee, 
U+162C ᘬ Carrier dli, 
U+162D ᘭ Carrier dla, 
U+1630 ᘰ Carrier lhe, 
U+1631 ᘱ Carrier lhee, 
U+1632 ᘲ Carrier lhi, 
U+1633 ᘳ Carrier lha, 
U+1634 ᘴ Carrier tlhu, 
U+1635 ᘵ Carrier tlho, 
U+1636 ᘶ Carrier tlhe, 
U+1637 ᘷ Carrier tlhee, 
U+1638 ᘸ Carrier thli, 
U+1639 ᘹ Carrier thla, 
U+163A ᘺ Carrier tlu,
U+163B ᘻ Carrier tlo, 
U+163C ᘼ Carrier tle, 
U+163D ᘽ Carrier tlee,
U+163E ᘾ Carrier tli, 
U+163F ᘿ Carrier tla, 
U+1640 ᙀ Carrier zu,
U+1641 ᙁ Carrier zo,
U+1642 ᙂ Carrier ze,
U+1643 ᙃ Carrier zee,
U+1644 ᙄ Carrier zi,
U+1645 ᙅ Carrier za
U+1646 ᙆ Carrier z, 
U+1647 ᙇ Carrier initial z,
U+1648 ᙈ Carrier dzu,
U+1649 ᙉ Carrier dzo,
U+164A ᙊ Carrier dze,
U+164B ᙋ Carrier dzee,
U+164C ᙌ Carrier dzi,
U+164D ᙍ Carrier dza,
U+164E ᙎ Carrier su,
U+164F ᙏ Carrier so,
 U+1650 ᙐ Carrier se, 
U+1651 ᙑ Carrier see, 
U+1652 ᙒ Carrier si, 
U+1653 ᙓ Carrier sa, 
U+1654 ᙔ Carrier shu
U+1655 ᙕ Carrier sho
U+1656 ᙖ Carrier she, 
U+1657 ᙗ Carrier shee, 
U+1658 ᙘ Carrier shi, 
U+1659 ᙙ Carrier sha, 
U+165A ᙚ Carrier sh,
U+165B ᙛ Carrier tsu,
U+165C ᙜ Carrier tso, 
U+165D ᙝ Carrier tse, 
U+165E ᙞ Carrier tsee, 
U+165F ᙟ Carrier tsi, 
U+1660 ᙠ Carrier tsa,
U+1661 ᙡ Carrier chu,
U+1662 ᙢ Carrier cho
 U+1663 ᙣ Carrier che, 
U+1664 ᙤ Carrier chee, 
U+1665 ᙥ Carrier chi, 
U+1666 ᙦ Carrier cha,
U+1667 ᙧ Carrier ttsu,
U+1668 ᙨ Carrier ttso, 
U+1669 ᙩ Carrier ttse, 
U+166A ᙪ Carrier ttsee, 
U+166B ᙫ Carrier ttsi, 
U+166C ᙬ Carrier ttsa, 
U+18F5 ᣵ Carrier dental s
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figure 11 A transcription of a Carrier tombstone pre-
pared by Francois Prince, in both the syllabics and 
roman orthographic systems. Showing attestation 
for U+1506 ᔆ Athapascan s, U+15ED ᗭ Carrier pa, 
U+160B ᘋ Carrier mee, U+165D ᙝ Carrier tse, 
U+1660 ᙠ Carrier tsa, U+162C ᘬ Carrier dli, 
U+1606 ᘆ Carrier ni, U+1607 ᘇ Carrier na, 
U+15EA ᗪ Carrier pe, U+1627 ᘧ Carrier la, 
U+1604 ᘄ Carrier ne, U+163F ᘿ Carrier tla, 
U+161B ᘛ Carrier ja, U+166C ᙬ Carrier ttsa, 
U+1613 ᘓ Carrier ya, U+15FA ᗺ Carrier kha, 
U+164E ᙎ Carrier su, U+15DE ᗞ Carrier thi, 
U+15E1 ᗡ Carrier tha, U+15E7 ᗧ Carrier tta, and 
U+15DC ᗜ Carrier thu
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figure 12 Page 3 from Francois Prince’s book ᑐᙝᐣ ᗽᐪ 
ᣟᐅᗽᘅᣟᐅᔆᗱᙆ / Duchun k’ut ‘uk’une’usguz / Dakelh syllabic writing 
system, providing a lesson in the structure of the Carrier syllabics. 
Showing attestation for U+144B ᑋ Carrier h, U+14D1 ᓑ Carrier 
ng, U+1506 ᔆ Athapascan s, U+15ED ᗭ Carrier pa, 
U+15F4 ᗴ Carrier ga, U+1607 ᘇ Carrier na, U+166C ᙬ Carrier 
ttsa, U+1613 ᘓ Carrier ya, U+15FA ᗺ Carrier kha, 
U+1627 ᘧ Carrier la, U+1653 ᙓ Carrier sa, U+1666 ᙦ Carrier 
cha, U+1659 ᙙ Carrier sha, U+1660 ᙠ Carrier tsa, 
U+15E7 ᗧ Carrier tta, U+1600 ᘀ Carrier kka, U+165A ᙚ Carrier 
sh, U+15CF ᗏ Carrier ra, and U+15DB ᗛ Carrier hwa,
From Prince, Neyu Professional Services, 2018
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figure 13 From Morice’s Carrier reading-book of 1894, 
showing the Carrier Syllabics characters in textual setting, 
rendered in the appearance preferred by the contemporary 
Carrier Nation.
Showing attestation for U+1506 ᔆ Athapascan 

s, U+1669 ᙩ Carrier ttse, U+166C ᙬ Carrier 
ttsa, U+1603 ᘃ Carrier no, U+144B ᑋ Carrier 
h, U+15E5 ᗥ Carrier ttee, U+15E7 ᗧ Carrier 
tta, U+1605 ᘅ Carrier nee, U+1606 ᘆ Carrier 
ni, U+1607 ᘇ Carrier na, U+15EA ᗪ Carrier 
pe, U+15ED ᗭ Carrier pa, U+1627 ᘧ Carrier 
la, U+1624 ᘤ Carrier le, U+162B ᘫ Carrier 
dlee, U+15F4 ᗴ Carrier ga, U+15F1 ᗱ Carrier 
ge, U+1601 ᘁ Carrier kk, U+15FD ᗺ Carrier 
kke, U+15F8 ᗸ Carrier khee, U+1610 ᘐ Carrier 
ye, U+1613 ᘓ Carrier ya, U+1611 ᘑ Carrier 
yee, U+1612 ᘒ Carrier yi, U+160E ᘎ Carrier 
yu, U+1660 ᙠ Carrier tsa, U+1657 ᙗ Carrier 
shee, U+1626 ᘦ Carrier li, U+160A ᘊ Carrier 
me, U+160D ᘍ Carrier ma, U+163F ᘿ Carrier 
tla, U+1618 ᘘ Carrier jee, U+1652 ᙒ Carrier 
si, U+1623 ᘣ Carrier lo, U+1646 ᙆ Carrier z, 
U+15EE ᗮ Carrier p, U+1663 ᙣ Carrier che, 
U+1665 ᙥ Carrier chi, and U+1651 ᙑ Carrier see.
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figure 14 Page 1 from Francois Prince’s book ᑐᙝᐣ ᗽᐪ 
ᣟᐅᗽᘅᣟᐅᔆᗱᙆ / Duchun k’ut ‘uk’une’usguz / Dakelh syllabic writ-
ing system, showing attestation for U+1506 ᔆ Athapascan 
s, U+144B ᑋ Carrier h, U+1605 ᘅ Carrier nee, 
U+1602 ᘂ Carrier nu, U+15ED ᗭ Carrier pa, and 
U+15EB ᗫ Carrier pee
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ᑐᘅ ᙅᐧ ᙜ ᗕ 

ᐁᗷᗽᐪ 

 

1775 ᐱᐧ ᐊᗦ ᗗᙆᘦ 

1840 ᐃᘤᒡ ᐱᐧ ᑕᙆᙓᐉ 

ᙎ ᐅᗭᙜ ᑕᐧ ᑎᘤᘑ ᐁᗙ 

ᘅᗗᔆᗥᐣ ᐉᐣᘥᐧ, ᐈᐣ ᗷᘤ 

ᑕ, ᗛ ᘐᑊᙛ ᘐᙀᗌᐸ, 

ᐈᐪ ᐯᐣᘀ ᑐᘧ ᘐᘧ ᗙ 

ᘐᘧ ᑐᐪᘆ 

 

HERE LIES THE REMAINS OF 

GREAT CHIEF KWAH 

BORN ABOUT 1755 

DIED IN SPRING OF 1840 

HE ONCE HAD,IN HIS HANDS, THE LIFE 

OF JAMES DOUGLAS, BUT WAS GREAT 

ENOUGH TO REFRAIN FROM TAKING IT 

figure 15 Left, a 19th century Carrier tombstone for Chief Kwah, in Carrier 
syllabics and Latin script for the English text. Right, Francois Prince’s 
transcription of the historical syllabics text into the modern-day Carrier 
language in syllabics, showing the continuity between the historical 
Carrier syllabics character forms, and the proportions the contemporary 
Carrier community prefers for their syllabics. Showing attestation for 
U+144B ᑋ Carrier h, U+1506 ᔆ Athapascan s, U+1604 ᘄ Carrier ne, 
U+1610 ᘐ Carrier ye, U+1627 ᘧ Carrier la, U+1624 ᘤ Carrier le, 
U+1625 ᘥ Carrier lee, U+1626 ᘦ Carrier li, U+15F7 ᗷ Carrier khe, 
U+1605 ᘅ Carrier nee, U+1606 ᘆ Carrier ni, U+15FD ᗽ Carrier kke, 
U+1612 ᘒ Carrier yi, U+15E5 ᗥ Carrier ttee, U+15E6 ᗦ Carrier tti, 
U+1653 ᙓ Carrier sa, and U+1646 ᙆ Carrier z.
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figure 16 An envelope for a letter from Adrien-Gabriel 
Morice to Chief Louis Billy Prince in Winnipeg, dated 
3 October 1937, written in both Carrier syllabics and 
Latin script for the English text. Showing attesta-
tion for U+1506 ᔆ Athapascan s, U+1626 ᘦ Carrier 
li, U+1606 ᘆ Carrier ni, U+15EC ᗬ Carrier pi, 
U+15EB ᗫ Carrier pee, and U+15ED ᗭ Carrier pa.
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figure 17 A letter from Adrien-Gabriel Morice to Chief Louis 
Billy Prince in Winnipeg, dated 3 October 1937, written in both 
Carrier syllabics, showing attestation for U+1506 ᔆ Athapascan 
s, U+1626 ᘦ Carrier li, U+1606 ᘆ Carrier ni, 
U+15EC ᗬ Carrier pi, U+15EB ᗫ Carrier pee, 
U+15ED ᗭ Carrier pa, U+144B ᑋ Carrier h, U+1652 ᙒ Carrier 
si, U+1663 ᙣ Carrier che, U+166B ᙫ Carrier 
ttsi, U+1669 ᙩ Carrier ttse, U+1660 ᙠ Carrier 
tsa, U+162D ᘭ Carrier dla, U+161E ᘞ Carrier 
jje, U+1613 ᘓ Carrier ya, U+1610 ᘐ Carrier 
ye, U+1612 ᘒ Carrier yi, U+15FD ᗽ Carrier 
kke, U+1650 ᙐ Carrier se, U+1653 ᙓ Carrier 
sa, U+1601 ᘁ Carrier kk, U+15E7 ᗧ Carrier tta, 
U+15FE ᗾ Carrier kkee, U+15F1 ᗱ Carrier ge, 
U+1623 ᘣ Carrier lo, and U+161B ᘛ Carrier ja.
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Coach (chief) 

Dayi, ᑕᘒ 

 

Captain (big boss) 

Mooditi, ᘈᑔᗠ 

 

Assistant Captain (little boss) 

Moodiyaz, ᘈᑔᘓᙆ  

 

Captain, ᗺᗮᗞᐣ 

Assistant captain, ᐊᙒᔆᗡᐣᐪ  

figure 18 A translation document by Francois Prince 
rendering the titles of a local Carrier sports team in the 
syllabics, showing attestation for U+1506 ᔆ Athapascan 
s, U+1613 ᘓ Carrier ya, U+1612 ᘒ Carrier 
yi, U+1646 ᙆ Carrier z, U+15FA ᗺ Carrier kha, 
U+1613 ᘓ Carrier ya, and U+15EE ᗮ Carrier p.
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THE ORDER FOR

MOENING PEAYEE,
IDAILY THROUGHOUT THE YEAR.

If Gai2) G^Jio K) csTTGocsQ". ei-G>''jim y"dgi d-u du >c2"m

d"u Fin cuj-'^'-d <]c''r 03 kj . >o< <q." 2)ej-<i' 0^

b"3 QA^[>-<]% C KD^U CLo[>"CV. Ezek. iviii. 27.

A^b<l !>'Gf^^ Pa. li. 3.

<lbP r^>C t>hO KbCMJin (T'CrO", b"3 OD

Ps. li. 9.

d'G i^'G CT) QA' q-i'D^ O^^GU^G: ^GG/|- lO

S-^D> 3 QVKD" 3, > [L'G t'G, <32D A^2DV

n^n. Pa. li. 17.
B

figure 19 From Garrioch’s Manual of devotion of 1886, 
showing showing attestation for U+18F2 ᣲ Carrier jwa, 
and U+18ED ᣭ Carrier gwu.
Note that Garrioch’s text, above, was printed in the 

Beaver language, using the Beaver Dene syllabics orthogra-
phy. Everson and Harvey proposed in L2/08-342 to encode 
these characters with the corresponding character names 
“CAnAdiAn SyllAbiCS CArriEr jwA” and “CAnAdiAn 
SyllAbiCS CArriEr gwU”, although listing it under “section 
3, Additions for Beaver Dene.”
From Garrioch, Manual of devotion in the Beaver Indian 

language, London, 1886.
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figure 20 From Kirkby’s Manual of devotion and instruction 
in the Chipewyan language, 1879, showing showing attesta-
tion for U+18EE ᣮ Carrier Dene gee.
Note that the above text was printed in the Chipewyan 

language, using the Chipewyan Dene syllabics orthography. 
Everson and Harvey proposed in L2/08-342 to encode 
this character with the corresponding character name 
“CAnAdiAn SyllAbiCS CArriEr dEnE gEE”, although list-
ing it under “section 5, Additions for Chipewyan Dene.”
From Kirkby, Manual of devotion and instruction in the 

Chipewyan language, 1879.
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26 L'^ X.
3 b"3 <iej'7ej''db E)oV" 3 ^"fib, u-G su <]q.'"u"g- js'^?
4 b"3 2>oV 'GQ, J^'^ 'eeJ'" 'G S-K" Cq-"0'SQ5Si,^ [>D>£Q"ej-f7l <CC"51'S,

b"3 [>5E3"ei-b»
5 b"3 ms" <iej'7ej''d, e)oV"3 ^"q , ti'Goi. is*- <iqiL) <]^ aili ci'Gho

<sej'^rb gin s^f

6 <]"o>1J GG^SD OK) Qq 0/13, Q-'G "-'G ejq Od CMfN 3 ♦

7 O^ 010 eJC) C'-'G VUUiT 23 3, b"3 CIO'^V b" <\o\>9' ',

8 b"3 d"3 o^q'Gcej- dS' V'dsejv ; o?? ocm o^q-'G^uv <i"o>u dS'
viidsejv*

10 b"3 CTD ^o<] OG, 'r<]C2&1_U GO^C- ^"Q ^o<]b A5"JT10 K) ♦

11 b"3 Dov ^"Q , Oii'T3 <r''-o cho'^v [>ej"ej- Q"n, <33'-D 3 Lb"2)y"
<3de"u <]ej, ^'E qo<!_ *
12 GAOi 3 CK)^A D>u"e;- oej b"3 Lb"3v" <]md oej , ^e qo<]_»
13 ^ b"3 P'^dd'"'.^^ KDD ^mG ^bSQfn : "rOCQ.T] '730Ca'. <^ Q."G-

g-iib^r'' AU*
14 ms" oOAm, o"ej- o r[r"Qq o'mub, b"3 SoV ^"Ci, 'gu" d'7S"d"

K)2) -^m'GT SE"'G3e;-'i1 , b"3 <]D (1(1"<"<]' : <l^ AU [LOO<P [I'G'''G

15 \< "J1 <IQ.'Gr'Z^, OJIT) OD CT'^n'OJI [I'G^'G q-r-" -=.011) q"m 02) b"m
doO^'P *
16 b"3 -^d-D AIL) cr"7Gi'''.=-" , b"3 "^'bG^-'Gi., b"3 03 '^mA'nej-'O' ♦

17 b"3 i='C2 ej-'"G oi-'GO" q"m, vi'dQ -^^''mu^G 'G''U-"b b"3 \^m

fI3'^C2C2il" , b"3 CSO'C- ^"Q , DoV , 03 C-DfTlOVQ , GoO"deJ<l' <]"CC] oO"C2'c) G ?
18 b"3 mS" 3oV ^"Q , ^3 G 03 A^QU'-^O r^'Hb G? <13J1"D 03 O^GJ- ,

V"dQcJ , «Ci^ d'G "-'G *
19 S JOoOd <]C2'CLQ , <]D ^E <05C2 , 02) 3 CD bOU^ , 02) 3 0'Q.OA" ,O 3 qclJlD K)'oOC2D5Q. 10Qi3 , 02) 3 CT] CLoOO" , 0"ej- C2'E)>£ C^'G

3 J] 3*
20 b"3 oej'^ej'db 2)'oV"3 ^"gi , g-u'gogq., o'-'lu 9n bL a'dcj-oaa"

-!^'^m"'2) oho •

•H

figure 21 From Garrioch’s The Gospel according to St. Mark, 
1886, showing attestation for U+18EF ᣯ Carrier gaa.
Note that the above text was printed in the Chipewyan 

language, using the Chipewyan Dene syllabics orthography. 
Everson and Harvey proposed in L2/08-342 to encode 
this character with the corresponding character name 
“CAnAdiAn SyllAbiCS CArriEr gAA”, although listing it 
under “section 3, Additions for Beaver Dene.”
From Garrioch, The Gospel according to St. Mark, London, 

1886.
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figure 22 From Petitiot, Dictionnaire de la langue dènè-dind-
jié dialectes montagnais ou chippewayan, peaux de lièvre et 
loucheux, renfermant en outre un grand nombre de termes pro-
pres à sept autres dialectes de la même langue, 1867, showing 
attestation for U+18F0 ᣰ Carrier gwa.
Note that the above text was printed in the Chipewyan 

language, using the Chipewyan Dene syllabics orthography. 
Everson and Harvey proposed in L2/08-342 to encode 
this character with the corresponding character name 
“CAnAdiAn SyllAbiCS CArriEr gwA”, although listing it 
under “section 4, Additions for Hare Dene.”
From Petitiot, Paris, 1876.
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2 Carrier

  a u e i o oo

  ᐊ ᐅ ᐈ ᐉ ᐃ ᐁ

 h ᐸ ᐳ ᐶ ᐷ ᐱ ᐯ ᑋ
 gh [ɣ] ᗏ ᗌ ᗍ ᗎ ᗋ ᗊ ᐦ
 kh [x] ᗉ ᗆ ᗇ ᗈ ᗅ ᗄ ᐥ
 w ᗕ ᗒ ᗓ ᗔ ᗑ ᗐ
 wh [xʷ] ᗛ ᗘ ᗙ ᗚ ᗗ ᗖ
 d [t] ᑕ ᑐ ᑓ ᑔ ᑎ ᑌ ᐪ
 t [tʰ] ᗡ ᗞ ᗟ ᗠ ᗝ ᗜ
 t’ ᗧ ᗤ ᗥ ᗦ ᗣ ᗢ
 p [b] ᗭ ᗪ ᗫ ᗬ ᗩ ᗨ ᗮ

 g [k] ᗴ ᗱ ᗲ ᗳ ᗰ ᗯ ᐟ

 k [kʰ] ᗺ ᗷ ᗸ ᗹ ᗶ ᗵ ᐠ

 k’ ᘀ ᗽ ᗾ ᗿ ᗼ ᗻ ᘁ

 n ᘇ ᘄ ᘅ ᘆ ᘃ ᘂ ᐣ ᓑ ng

 m ᘍ ᘊ ᘋ ᘌ ᘉ ᘈ ᒼ
 y [j] ᘓ ᘐ ᘑ ᘒ ᘏ ᘎ

 j [t∫] ᘛ ᘗ ᘘ ᘙ ᘖ ᘔ

 ch’ [t∫’] ᘡ ᘞ ᘟ ᘠ ᘝ ᘜ
 l ᘧ ᘤ ᘥ ᘦ ᘣ ᘢ ᑊ
 dl [tɬ] ᘭ ᘪ ᘫ ᘬ ᘩ ᘨ

 lh [ɬ] ᘳ ᘰ ᘱ ᘲ ᘯ ᘮ ᒡ
 tl [tɬʰ] ᘹ ᘶ ᘷ ᘸ ᘵ ᘴ

 tl’ [tɬ] ᘿ ᘼ ᘽ ᘾ ᘻ ᘺ

 z ᙅ ᙂ ᙃ ᙄ ᙁ ᙀ ᙆ ᙇ z̲

 dz [ts] ᙍ ᙊ ᙋ ᙌ ᙉ ᙈ

 s ᙓ ᙐ ᙑ ᙒ ᙏ ᙎ ᔆ ᣵ	 s̲

 sh [∫] ᙙ ᙖ ᙗ ᙘ ᙕ ᙔ ᙚ

 ch [t∫ʰ] ᙠ ᙝ ᙞ ᙟ ᙜ ᙛ

 ts [tsʰ] ᙦ ᙣ ᙤ ᙥ ᙢ ᙡ

 ts’ ᙬ ᙩ ᙪ ᙫ ᙨ ᙧ

 ̓ [ʔ]       ᣟ

2.7 Carrier Syllabics orthography (ᑐᑊᘁᗕᑋᗸ)

figure 23 The contemporary Carrier syllabary chart tech-
nical mapping, showing the proposed character revisions 
for Carrier, marked in the colours that group the respective 
issues that are being resolved.
Note that the unmarked finals characters are positioned 

at the syllabics top height line, as they share use with other 
syllabics orthographies within UCAS. A proposal for addi-
tions to UCAS has been prepared to request disunified finals 
characters for Carrier that would allow the unmarked finals 
to be correctly positioned at the vertical centre point, as is 
the preference for the Carrier syllabics.
The standard Carrier roman transcription system has 

been used for this chart. Additionally, iPA transcriptions 
have been provided where more clarity towards pronuncia-
tion is required for a syllabic series.
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3	 Changes	for	Sayisi
This proposal requests revisions to the following representative glyphs 
for Sayisi Dene. The proportions of these characters are incorrectly rep-
resented in the current UCAS main and extended block code charts, and 
therefore produce incorrect results in the system-level typefaces Euphemia 
CAS and Noto Syllabics in digital text transmission.

 ᗀ ᗂ ᣬ ᗃ ᗁ
 he ho hoo ha hi

 ᘚ ᘕ ᣱ 
 ji ju juu

As a member of the Déné Syllabics-using languages, the Sayisi Dene com-
munity prefers the use of the Square Form Syllabics style, which has been 
used since the earliest Sayisi printing in the late 19th century, all of which 
featured Square Form proportions. (figure 24) 

It should be noted that Sayisi syllabics have similar graphic proportion 
and shape preferences to that of the Carrier syllabics, which also present 
in the Square form style. As a result of this shared graphic preference, 
characters such as U+161A ᘚ CAnAdiAn SyllAbiCS SAyiSi ji follow 
the same shape pattern as U+161B ᘛ CAnAdiAn SyllAbiCS CArriEr jA. 
Additionally – due to a common visual appearance – U+1615 ᘕ CAnAdiAn 
SyllAbiCS SAyiSi jU and  U+161A ᘚ CAnAdiAn SyllAbiCS SAyiSi ji were 
ordered sequentially within the range of disunified Carrier characters in 
the UCAS main chart. In order to note their distinction as being used for 
Sayisi (and the other Dene Syllabics orthographies), the suggested names 
list additions on pages 8 and 9 provdes a subheading titled “Syllables for 
Dene and Sayisi” to separate them from the surrounding Carrier glyphs.

Additionally, note that some of the characters discussed in this section 
are also used by other Dene orthographies in UCAS in the same manner as 
is preferred by Sayisi.
The requested revisions to the code chart font have been depicted on 

pages 41–42, with descriptions and attestations in the sections and figures 
to follow.

Proposed representative glyph changes for Sayisi

15C0 ᗀ CANADIAN SYLLABICS Sayisi he
  (figures 25, 26, 27, 28)

15C1 ᗁ CANADIAN SYLLABICS Sayisi hi
  (figures 25, 26, 28)

15C2 ᗂ CANADIAN SYLLABICS Sayisi ho
  • Sayisi (Hu)
  (figures 25, 26, 28)

15C3 ᗃ CANADIAN SYLLABICS Sayisi hA
  (figures 25, 26,  28)

1615 ᘕ CANADIAN SYLLABICS Sayisi ju
  • Athapascan (ZO), Sayisi (TZU), 
  South Slavey (DHO)
  (figures 25, 26, 27, 28)

161A ᘚ CANADIAN SYLLABICS Sayisi ji
  • Athapascan (Ze), Sayisi (TZe), 
  South Slavey (DHe)
  (figures 25, 26, 27, 28)

18EC ᣬ CANADIAN SYLLABICS Sayisi hoo
  • Chipewyan Dene (gu)
  (figures 26)

18f1 ᣱ CANADIAN SYLLABICS Sayisi juu
  • Chipewyan Dene (tsu)
  (figures 26)

legend

■ Glyph shape / proportion change
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3 sayisi

3.1 Proposed changes for Sayisi
The following changes have been proposed to the code chart font in order 
to correct the issues with the representative glyphs for Sayisi.

☞

☞

ᘕ

ᘚ

ᗀ

ᗁ

ᗂ

ᗃ

☞

legend

■ Glyphs shape / proportion change
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☞

☞ ᣱ

ᣬ

legend

■ Glyph shape / proportion change
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figure 24 A comparison of the Round form (top) and the 
Square form (bottom), two differing styles within syllab-
ics-using communities across North America. The Round 
Form (Kâ-wâwiyêyaki in Nêhiyawêwin) is commonly used 
for the Algonquian and Eskaleut language families, and 
geographically in eastern syllabics-using communties. The 
Square Form (Kâ-ayisawêyaki in Nêhiyawêwin) is used 
primarily for the Déné languages in the west of Canada, 
where these orthographies prefer to have their syllabics rep-
resented in the Square form style, including the Sayisi Dene 
Syllabics orthography.
The requested revisions to the Sayisi characters specified 

in this proposal are intended to return these characters to 
their correct Square form shapes, which is the appearance 
that the Sayisi user community expects for these shapes.

3.2 Comparing the Round and Square form syllabics styles

R o u n d  f o r m

ᑎᑫᓇᓭᔦᖊ
ᐃ ᑲᐦᐊᕠ ᐆ, ᓄᓯᐁ ᓀᗰ, ᓄᓯᐁ 

ᓀᗰ, ᐨᣮ. ᒼᐯᑫ ᐧᐅᘔᐃ ᐁᑌ, ᑌᓀ 

ᔭᐃᘛ ᐆ ᐦᐁ, ᗃ ᐁᑑ ᘛᗀᑎᐊ 

ᐃᗃ ᑰᗀᑎ ᕦ. ᑌᓀ ᕤᕠ ᘚ 

ᐊᘛᕠ ᐆ ᗂᐃ ᓂᘚᐣᑌ ᑯᐦᕞ ᐁᓴ 

ᗃ, ᑫᐦᘛᐨᗴ ᐁᓴ ᔭᘚᘛ ᐆ.

S q u a r e  f o r m

ᑎᑫᓇᓭᔦᖊ
ᐃ ᑲᐦᐊᕠ ᐆ, ᓄᓯᐁ ᓀᗰ, ᓄᓯᐁ 

ᓀᗰ, ᐨᣮ. ᒼᐯᑫ ᐧᐅᘔᐃ ᐁᑌ, ᑌᓀ 

ᔭᐃᘛ ᐆ ᐦᐁ, ᗃ ᐁᑑ ᘛᗀᑎᐊ 

ᐃᗃ ᑰᗀᑎ ᕦ. ᑌᓀ ᕤᕠ ᘚ 

ᐊᘛᕠ ᐆ ᗂᐃ ᓂᘚᐣᑌ ᑯᐦᕞ ᐁᓴ 

ᗃ, ᑫᐦᘛᐨᗴ ᐁᓴ ᔭᘚᘛ ᐆ.
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figure 25 The Sayisi Dene syllabics technical mapping, 
as seen in version 2.7 of the Sayisi Dene language learning 
app Sayisi Dene dictionary, 2017, from Binasii Inc. Showing 
attestation for U+15C0 ᗀ Sayisi he, U+15C1 ᗁ Sayisi hi, 
U+15C2 ᗂ Sayisi ho, U+15C3 ᗃ Sayisi ha, U+1615 ᘕ Sayisi 
ju, and U+161A ᘚ Sayisi ji

3.3 Attestations for Sayisi
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figure 26 The Sayisi Dene syllabary chart from Kirkby’s 
Manual of devotion and instruction in the Chipewyan lan-
guage, for the Indians of Churchill, 1879, showing attestation 
for U+15C0 ᗀ Sayisi he, U+15C1 ᗁ Sayisi hi, U+15C2 ᗂ 
Sayisi ho, U+15C3 ᗃ Sayisi ha, U+1615 ᘕ Sayisi ju, U+161A 
ᘚ Sayisi ji, U+18EC ᣬ Sayisi hoo, and U+18F1 ᣱ Sayisi juu.
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figure 27 Page 7 from Kirkby’s Manual of devotion and 
instruction in the Chipewyan language, for the Indians of 
Churchill, 1879, showing attestation for U+15C0 ᗀ Sayisi he, 
U+15C3 ᗃ Sayisi ha, U+1615 ᘕ Sayisi ju, U+161A ᘚ Sayisi 
ji.
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figure 28 From Père LeGoff, ᑲᑐᕄᐠ ᑌᓀᔦ ᑎᐠᕄᓭ / Livre 
de prières en langue Montagnaise. C. O. Beauchemin & 
Fils, Libraires-Imprimeurs, 1890, showing attestation for 
U+15C0 ᗀ Sayisi he, U+15C1 ᗁ Sayisi hi, U+15C2 ᗂ Sayisi 
ho, U+15C3 ᗃ Sayisi ha, U+1615 ᘕ Sayisi ju, and U+161A 
ᘚ Sayisi ji.
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 a e i o u

 ᐊ ᐁ ᐃ ᐅ ᐆ

w ᐤᐊ ᐤᐁ ᐤᐃ ᐤᐅ ᐤᐆ

b ᐸ ᐯ ᐱ ᐳ ᐴ

ch ᗴ ᗯ ᗰ ᗱ ᣮ

d ᑕ ᑌ ᑎ ᑐ ᑑ ᐨ

g ᗃ ᗀ ᗁ ᗂ ᣬ ᑊ

k ᑲ ᑫ ᑭ ᑯ ᑰ ᐠ

kl ᖉ ᖆ ᖇ ᖈ ᣩ 

l ᕍ ᕃ ᕄ ᕊ ᣡ ᐟ

m ᒪ ᒣ ᒥ ᒧ ᒨ ᒼ

n ᓇ ᓀ ᓂ ᓄ ᓅ ᐣ

s ᓴ ᓭ ᓯ ᓱ ᓲ ᐢ

sh ᖚ ᖗ ᖘ ᖙ ᣫ

t ᕦ ᕞ ᕠ ᕤ ᕥ ᒡ

th ᒐ ᒉ ᒋ ᒍ ᒎ ᒢ

tth ᕮ ᕫ ᕬ ᕭ ᣦ 

tz ᘔ ᘛ ᘚ ᘕ ᣱ

y ᔭ ᔦ ᔨ ᔪ ᔮ

yē          ᕁ

ai          ᐩ

r          ᐡ

o          ᐤ

oo          ᐧ

3.4 Sayisi Syllabics orthography

figure 29 The following technical chart mapping shows the 
Sayisi Syllabics’s orthography, with proposed revised char-
acters marked in red.
In the case of characters U+1615 ᘕ Sayisi ju and 

U+161A ᘚ Sayisi ji, the correct shapes for these represen-
tative glyphs are graphically related to the similar proposed 
revisions to the Carrier representative characters U+1614 ᘔ 
Carrier ju and U+161B ᘛ Carrier ja, with the only difference 
being the orientation of the syllabics to accommodate the 
Sayisi vowel and consonant structure.
Note that the syllabary chart, right, shows a row repre-

senting the u vowel, which does not appear in contemporary 
mappings of the Sayisi Dene syllabics orthograhpy, such 
as the chart depicted in figure 11, from the Sayisi Dene 
Dictionary language learning app.
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4	 Changes	for	Ojibway
This proposal requests a revision to the representative character of 
U+18DB CAnAdiAn SyllAbiCS ojibwAy Sh, U+18DC CAnAdiAn SyllAbiCS 
EAStErn w, and U+18DD CAnAdiAn SyllAbiCS wEStErn w in the UCAS 
Extended code chart.

 ᣛ ᣜ ᣝ
 sh eastern w western w

These characters were proposed for inclusion into UCAS in L2/08-132 in 
2008, which requested encoding the unique variant of the sh final, as well 
as the variations in the final form of w in some Northern Ojibway-speaking 
communities, particularly those in the eastern portion of the region. 
Everson and Harvey identified the correct forms of these characters, and 
supplied the correct representative characters in L2/08-132. Despite this, 
the current extended block code chart font contains the incorrect represen-
tative characters for U+18DB CAnAdiAn SyllAbiCS ojibwAy Sh, U+18DC 
CAnAdiAn SyllAbiCS EAStErn w, and U+18DD CAnAdiAn SyllAbiCS 
wEStErn w. (figure 33)
The requested revisions to the code chart font have been illustrated on 

p 50, with descriptions attestations in the sections and figures to follow.

Proposed representative glyph changes for Ojibway

18DB ᣛ CANADIAN SYLLABICS Ojibway sh
  (figures 33, 34, 36)

18DC ᣜ CANADIAN SYLLABICS Eastern w
  (figures 33, 36)

18DD ᣝ CANADIAN SYLLABICS Western w
  (figures 33, 35)

legend

■ Character orientation revision
■ Glyph shape / proportion change
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4.1 Proposed changes for Ojibway
The following changes have been proposed to the UCAS extended code chart 
font in order to correct the errors in the representative glyphs for Ojibway.

☞
ᣛ
ᣜ
ᣝ

legend

■ Character orientation revision ■ Glyph shape / proportion change
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figure 30 Although the correct representative character 
was proposed for U+18DB CAnAdiAn SyllAbiCS ojibwAy Sh 
in L2/08-132, a change was made to the representative char-
acter in the chart font for the UCAS, resulting in the incorrect 
o-vowel position orientation (1) that is present in the current 
code chart for UCAS extended, as seen in the image, right, 
from the official code chart from Unicode 13.0. 
In the correct orientation scheme for these representative 

characters, U+1525  ᔥ CAnAdiAn SyllAbiCS Sh, follows 
the a-vowel orientation (3), while U+18DB ᣛ CAnAdiAn 
SyllAbiCS ojibwAy Sh, should follow the i-vowel orienta-
tion (2).

figure 31 In L2/08-132, Everson and Harvey proposed 
the correct form composition for U+18DC ᣜ CAnAdiAn 
SyllAbiCS EAStErn w and U+18DD ᣝ CAnAdiAn SyllAbiCS 
wEStErn w (2), however, the current chart font for UCAS 
extended incorrectly composes these glyphs (1).
The composition that Everson and Harvey proposed for 

their representative glyphs for these encoded characters 
in L2/08-132 follows the conventional pattern of the w 
dot mark (U+1427 ᐧ CAnAdiAn SyllAbiCS finAl middlE 
dot) as it is composed in conjunction with vowel (ᐎ or ᐏ) 
or syllable characters (ᓋ or ᓌ), centered at the midline of 
the glyph, between the baseline and topline. Attestation for 
this positioning of the middle dot in these finals is shown in 
figure 34.

figure 32 The table, right, shows the two orientation 
schemes that are found in Northern Ojibway dialect commu-
nities in Ontario, which vary between following the i-vowel 
or a-vowel orientation position. The i-vowel position orien-
tation scheme has been highlighted in the table to show the 
pattern that U+18DB ᣛ Ojibway sh is required to fit into.
For a depiction of the entire Ojibway Syllabics orthogra-

phy that shows the a-vowel and i-vowel syllable orientation 
schemes, please see figure 37 on p 55 in section 4.4.

❶ Incorrect o-position for U+18DB Ojibway sh

ᐍᑯᓀᣛ
❷ correct i-position for U+18DB Ojibway sh

ᐍᑯᓀᣛ
❸ correct A-position for U+1525 sh

ᐍᑯᓀᔥ

❶ Incorrect dot positioning for U+18DC & U+18DD

 ᐞ ᐞ
❷ correct i-position for U+18DC & U+18DD

 ᐞ ᐞ

4.2 Orientation schemes for Northern Ojibway Syllabics finals
The following section provides figures depicting the variation in orientation 
schemes for Ojibway finals, focusing on the particular variation found in 
Syllabics-using communities in the Northern Ontario dialect region.

A comparison of the i-vowel and a-vowel orientation 
positioning of finals in Northern Ojibway communities:

 i-position a-position

sh ᣛ ᔥ
n ᣙ ᓐ
k ᣖ ᒃ
p ᣔ ᑉ
d ᣕ ᑦ
m ᣘ ᒻ
s ᣚ ᔅ
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figure 33 Detail from page 2 of L2/08-132, Proposal to 
encode 39 Unified Canadian Aboriginal Syllabics in the UCS, 
2008, showing the correct representative character that 
Everson and Harvey proposed for U+18DB ᣛ Ojibway sh, 
U+18DC ᣜ Eastern w, and U+18DD ᣜ Western w. The text 
introducing these characters, above, provides a descrip-
tion by the authors on the preference that some Northern 
Ojibway dialects have towards using superscript finals fol-
lowing the i-vowel orientation. The current chart font has 
changed the representative form to an incorrect o-vowel 
orientation. Additionally, the current chart font has changed 
the correct positioning of the dot mark in relation to the 
closed triangle shape in U+18DC ᣜ Eastern w, and U+18DD  
ᣜ Western w to an incorrect position at the top of the closed 
triangular form.
Both the a- and i-vowel orientation schemes represent 

the same final pure consonant sound, however, certain 
user communities across the Northern Ojibway dialect 
region prefer to follow one scheme over another for stylistic 
purposes. 
The primary issue with the current representative char-

acter in the UCAS code charts for U+18DB ᣛ Ojibway sh is 
that it follows the o-vowel orientation, which does not match 
the schematic for the other Ojibway i-position finals ranging 
U+18D4 – U+18DB in the UCAS extended block that Everson 
and Harvey proposed in L2/08-132.

6. Additional final for Blackfoot (U+167F). ᙿ syllable-internal /w/. This symbol is placed after a
syllabic character where a /w/ sound occurs between the consonant and vowel, as in ᖱᒣᐧᔪᖻᖿᙿ
itsayinakwa. See Figures 7 and 8.

7. Additional ring and dot finals (U+A9F8..U+A9F9). The raised small-ring final ˚ is used in Swampy
Cree and Northern Ojibway to represent /y/ without an inherent vowel. This ring is higher and smaller
than U+1424 CANADIAN SYLLABICS FINAL RING: compare ᐊᓇᐱ anapiy ‘net’ with ᑮ ᐚᐸᒣᐤ gī-wāpamew
‘he saw him’. A raised dot final  is used in Plains Cree to represent /y/ without an inherent vowel. When
the preceding contains a mid-dot, the raised dot final may or may not kern overtop the mid-dot, as in ᑭᑿᐧ
~ ᑭᑿᐧ kīkway. The kerned ᑭᑿᐧ should not be encoded as a separate character, as the kerning is stylistic.
In Carrier, the raised dot final represents a glottal stop /ʔ/. See Figures 9, 10, and 16 for CANADIAN

SYLLABICS FINAL SMALL RING and Figures 11, 12, 13, 19, and 20 for CANADIAN SYLLABICS FINAL RAISED

DOT.

8. Additional finals for Ojibway (U+A9EE..U+A9F7).           /p/ /t/ /k/ /c/ /m/ /n/ /s/ /š/ /w/
/w/. Certain dialects (e.g. Northern Ojibway) use superscript i-finals instead of the a-finals used in eastern
Cree and Inuktitut. Only one of these is currently encoded in the UCS, ᐞ /y/. For orthographies which
place mid-dots before base letters, the w-final is U+A9F6  CANADIAN SYLLABICS EASTERN W; for
orthographies which position mid-dots after base letters, the w-final is U+A9F7  CANADIAN SYLLABICS

WESTERN W. See Figures 2, 14, 15, and 16.

9. Additional finals for Beaver Dene (U+A9FA..U+A9FB).  /l/ is not to be confused with the Beaver
/g/ final ᑊ (U+144A), which is shorter.  /r/ is used mostly in loan words, but also in some naturalized
loans like ᒪᓯ marsi ‘thank-you’. See Figures 17 and 18.

10. Additional final for Carrier (U+A9FC).  /s̱/. Carrier differentiates between  /s̱/ (dental) and ᔆ
(U+1506) /s/ (alveolar). The dental glyph is a stretched sans-serif <s>, while the alveolar glyph is a serif
<s>. See Figures 19 and 20.

11. Annotations for the Names list. The following annotations for Blackfoot should be added to the
Names List.

1427 CANADIAN SYLLABICS FINAL MIDDLE DOT
• Moose Cree (W), Athapascan (Y), Sayisi (YU), Blackfoot (S)

1449 CANADIAN SYLLABICS P
• Blackfoot (Y)

146B CANADIAN SYLLABICS KE
• Inuktitut (KAI), Blackfoot (PA)

146D CANADIAN SYLLABICS KI
• Blackfoot (PE)

146F CANADIAN SYLLABICS KO
• Inuktitut (KU), Sayisi (KU), Blackfoot (PI)

1472 CANADIAN SYLLABICS KA
• Blackfoot (PO)

146B CANADIAN SYLLABICS CE
• Inuktitut (GAI), Athapascan (DHE), Sayisi (THE), Blackfoot (MA)

146D CANADIAN SYLLABICS CI
• Inuktitut (GI), Athapascan (DHI), Sayisi (THI), Blackfoot (ME)

146F CANADIAN SYLLABICS CO
• Inuktitut (GU), Athapascan (DHO), Sayisi (THO), Blackfoot (MI)

1472 CANADIAN SYLLABICS CA
• Inuktitut (GA), Athapascan (DHA), Sayisi (THA), Blackfoot (MO)

14A3 CANADIAN SYLLABICS ME
• Inuktitut (MAI), Blackfoot (TA)

14A5 CANADIAN SYLLABICS MI

2

4.3 Attestations for Ojibway
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figure 34 A detail from page 35 of ᐃᐃᐁᐧ ᒥᓇᐧᒋᒧᐃᐧᣙ ᑲᐃᓇ 
ᑐᑕᣖ ᐊᐊ ᒪᣖ / The Gospel of Mark in Northern Ojibway 
(Saulteaux) and English (TEV), 1974, showing attestation for 
the correct orientation of U+18DB ᣛ Ojibway sh.
Note that this text example also shows all finals following 

the i-vowel orientation scheme, which is supported by UCAS 
in the extended block character range U+18D4–U+18DD.

Figure 15. Sample in Northern Ojibway from the Canadian Bible Society 1974:7 showing CANADIAN

SYLLABICS WESTERN W in ᑭᑕ gī-daw ‘he said’.

Figure 16. Chart for Northern Ojibway from Fiero 1976:98 showing CANADIAN SYLLABICS EASTERN W,
CANADIAN SYLLABICS OJIBWAY P, CANADIAN SYLLABICS OJIBWAY T, CANADIAN SYLLABICS OJIBWAY K,
CANADIAN SYLLABICS OJIBWAY C, CANADIAN SYLLABICS OJIBWAY M, CANADIAN SYLLABICS OJIBWAY N,

CANADIAN SYLLABICS OJIBWAY S, CANADIAN SYLLABICS OJIBWAY SH, and CANADIAN SYLLABICS FINAL SMALL

RING. 

23

figure 35 A detail from page 23 of L2/08-132, Proposal to 
encode 39 Unified Canadian Aboriginal Syllabics in the UCS, 
2008, showing the attestation that Everson and Harvey pro-
vided for U+18DD ᣝ Western w, taken from ᐃᐃᐁᐧ ᒥᓇᐧᒋᒧᐃᐧᣙ 
ᑲᐃᓇ ᑐᑕᣖ ᐊᐊ ᒪᣖ / The Gospel of Mark in Northern Ojibway 
(Saulteaux) and English (TEV), 1974. 
This sample shows attestation for the correct representative 
character that Everson and Harvey proposed for U+18DD ᣝ 
Western w, with the dot mark centered to the closed triangle 
final shape. This pattern was also used for the representative 
character for U+18DC ᣜ Eastern w.
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4.3  Attestations for Ojibway

figure 36 The technical mapping of the Ojibway syllabary 
chart, presenting local community orthographic preferences 
in Western and Eastern regions of the Northern Ontario 
dialect of Ojibway. Showing attestation for the correct ori-
entation of U+18DB ᣛ Ojibway sh, as well as the correct 
composition for the representative character for U+18DC ᣜ 
Eastern w.
There is variation in the preferred orientation of finals 

in Northern Ojibway communities, following the position 
of either the a- or i- vowel series in the orthography. The 
chart, above right, in the final two columns, shows the 
contrast between the two positional orientations across the 
shared finals characters in Nothern Ojibway communities. 
Typically, the Ojibway and Oji-Cree communities that use 
“Western” finals (finals shapes / orientations that follow 
the Western Cree shaping for finals) use the same scheme 
across all language communities. Communities that prefer 
the use of the Eastern finals (which follow the Eastern Cree 
orthographic structure of using superscripted versions of 
the a-position syllabic orientation) show variation in the ori-
entation scheme they choose to follow, notably between the 
a-or i-series position.
From Fiero, ‘Style manual for syllabics’, pp 95–104, 1985
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4 Ojibway

  e i o a ii oo aa 

  ᐁ ᐃ ᐅ ᐊ ᐄ ᐆ ᐋ

 p [b] ᐯ ᐱ ᐳ ᐸ ᐲ ᐴ ᐹ ᣔ

 t [d] ᑌ ᑎ ᑐ ᑕ ᑏ ᑑ ᑖ ᣕ

 k [g] ᑫ ᑭ ᑯ ᑲ ᑮ ᑰ ᑳ ᣖ

 ch [j] ᒉ ᒋ ᒍ ᒐ ᒌ ᒎ ᒑ ᣗ

 m ᒣ ᒥ ᒧ ᒪ ᒦ ᒨ ᒫ ᣘ

 n ᓀ ᓂ ᓄ ᓇ ᓃ ᓅ ᓈ ᣙ

 s [z] ᓭ ᓯ ᓱ ᓴ ᓰ ᓲ ᓵ ᣚ

 sh [zh] ᔐ ᔑ ᔓ ᔕ ᔒ ᔔ ᔖ ᣛ

 y ᔦ ᔨ ᔪ ᔭ ᔩ ᔫ ᔮ ˚

 f ᕓ ᕕ ᕖ ᕗ ᕘ ᕙ ᕚ ᕝ

 th ᕞ ᕠ ᕢ ᕤ ᕥ ᕦ ᕧ ᕪ

 w ᐧᐁ ᐧᐃ ᐧᐅ ᐧᐊ ᐧᐄ ᐧᐆ ᐧᐋ ᣜ or ᣝ

 h ᐦᐁ ᐦᐃ ᐦᐅ ᐦᐊ ᐦᐄ ᐦᐆ ᐦᐋ ᐦ

 l        ᓫ

 r        ᕑ

 ʼ [ʔ]        ᐞ

4.4 Ojibway Syllabics orthography (ᐊᓂᔑᓇᐯᒳᐃᐢ)

figure 37 A technical mapping of the Ojibway Syllabics, 
with finals characters shown in the i-position orientation, 
for the Northern dialect of Ojibway. The correct orientation 
for U+18DB ᣛ Ojibway sh is shown marked blue, following 
the shape of the full-size syllabic character shi. Additionally, 
the chart shows the correct representative characters for 
U+18DC ᣜ Eastern w, and U+18DD ᣜ Western w.
Everson and Harvey’s proposal in L2/08-132 requested 

the necessary characters that were required to satisfy this 
finals orientation scheme, with the Ojibway i-finals charac-
ters becoming part of the UCAS extended block, code points 
ranging 18D4–18DB). This proposal also provided the cor-
rect representative characters for U+18DC ᣜ Eastern w, and 
U+18DD ᣜ Western w. Although Everson and Harvey pro-
vided the correct representative character in their proposal, 
the currect chart font for UCAS renders these characters 
incorrectly.
The Ojibway double vowel transcription system has been 

used for the following chart, developed by Charles Fiero and 
used by the majority of Ojibway communities in Canada and 
the United States, including the Northern Ojibway dialects.
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Summary of document changes

1  The black box markers have been removed, along with the legend 
reference “Glyphs affecting other Dene Syllabics orthographies in 
UCAS” entirely from the code charts on. 

Changes to pages 6–9, 12–15, 17, and 45–47.

2  Added a note to the text on page 12 (section 2, Carrier) to describe 
the effect on the other Dene orthographies: 

    ‘Additionally, note that some of the characters discussed in this 
section are also used by other Dene orthographies in UCAS in the 
same manner as is preferred by Carrier.’

Changes to page 12.

3  Added a note to the text on page 40 (section 3, Sayisi) to describe 
the effect these changes have on the other Dene orthographies: 

    ‘Additionally, note that some of the characters discussed in this 
section are also used by other Dene orthographies in UCAS in the 
same manner as is preferred by Sayisi.’

Changes to page 40.

4  Textual changes were made to the code chart names list on 
pages 8–10. The multiple markers for “additions” were removed 
and simplified to one colour to denote additions instead (purple). 
Additionally, the green colour reference to “subheading change” 
was removed, and the purple “addition” reference was applied to 
this proposed change, with a red-coloured strike through to indicate 
the context of the change. 

Changes to pages 8–10.
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